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In a Nutkhell

Good decisions require good information. This
report suggests that ‘Canadians do not have
adequate information on which to base 3oun.d
decisions concerning sustainable development,
to set realistic sustainable development goals, or
to measure progress toward those goals. It ret-,
ommends strengthening the federal government’s role in facilitating more effective reporting
of information, and-in so doing, it focuses on four
major decision-making
groups: households,
communities, for-profit corporations, and governments.

other stakeholders, witfi the aim of establishing
a mechanism for assessing and reporting, at
five-year intervals, on progress toward sustainable development for the nation as a whole.

.*

As a first step, it recommends that the.federal
government entrench a commitment to sustainable development. and to sustajnable development reporting
in the mandates
of ‘its
departments, agencies, and. crown corpora.-, tions. Such a.policy should make individual. departmenfs clearly responsible and accountable
for ensuring that their policies, programs, and
budgets support only those activities that contribute tosustainable devefopment.
Secondly, it recommends establishing a capa.bility for7,annually ,assessing and. reporting’ on
progress toward sustainable developmentwithin
the federal government as a dorporate entity.
Careful consideration will have to be given tochoosing the exact mechanism. What is most
important is that the responsibility centre be independent, be able to link effectively to.all elements of the federal system, and be able to work
harmoniously with all those elements. It should
not, therefore, be embedded within any existing
department.

‘.

.‘.

.’

‘,

An additional seven recommendations dealwith
federal procu.rement policies, nurturing the setting of corporate and consumer reporting standards at levels that compare favourably with the
highest in the world,, establishing joint departmental responsibilities
for the Environmental
Choice Program and the National Pollutant Releaselnventory, addressing the reporting needs :
of community decision makers, establishing sustainable development’ codes .of practice, and
linking Statistids Canada to a program to en-.
hance awareness and knowledge of sustainable
development that is being undertaken in partnership by the National Round-Table on the Environment and the Economy and ParticipACTION.
:
The

Need

.’

.’

After five years of discussing -the ideas of the
Brundtland Commission, we still cannot answer
basic questions. Is Canada progressing toward
sustainable development? If so, how fast - and
is it fast enough? If not, why not?
Without the means of measurement, without, relevant information, progress cannot be charted,
goals cannot be set, existing situations cannot
be assessed, plans cannot be laid - cannot,
that is, with any degree of composure or assurance.

‘Thirdly, ,it says discussions should be initiated
with provincial and’territorial. governments, and

National Rdund Tab/e on th@Environment

and the Economy
/
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Repodng on’ Sustainable. Development
..
To, take an example that underlines the. importance of reporting: @Statistics Canada did not
provide extensive data on the performa.nce. of
the Canadian economy, could we adequately
chart progress, set goals, assess situations and
lay plans for businesses, governments, institutions, communities, and households, with any
degree of composure or assurance?
Of course not. Yet sustainable development is
based on the concept of integrating the economy and the environment. That means changing
the way we make decisions on everything and there’s no way that can be done without a
tracking system for sustainable development.
that links and is integrated .with what Statistics
Canada currently supplies- for the economy
alone. -.

strategic directions will bechosenthat
with sustainable development.

Most importantly, the very act.of making a cornmitment to monitor, assess, and report progress
will entrench the concept of sustainable development in practice and thereby accelerate
changes to the framework within. which decisions are made.
The result will be an enriched quality of life, a
safeguarding of ecosystem integrity, and an
‘. enhanced competitive position internationally
.that, at the same time, reduces the gap that
currently exists. between de.veloped and developing regions within Canada and around the
world.

In short, Canada needs to develop a system of
‘measuring and reporting sustainable development performance in a meaningful and credible
Way.

Goals and 0 jectives
The overarching goal of reporting on sustainable development is to improve the way we
‘make decisions. That is, .to support Informed
and responsible. decision-making by:

,

The Benefits

communicating key signals to targeted decision
makers! especially by delivering early-warning.
,‘- signals that indicate the need for policy
changes, shifts in behaviour, or institutional adjustments;

l

More than in anything else,.the pokier of sustain.able development lies in its bridging capability
- its ability to facilitate integration, .synthesis,
and collaborative approaches to problem solving, It ensures that decisi0n.s and strategic di.. rections are based on: ’
.* encouraging activities that enhance social, cultural, economic, and environmental conditions
in both t.he short and. the long term;

l

l

minimizing environmental ‘stress, ‘and related’
problems that impose severe costs,on society,
by engaging in anticipatory management and
preventive action; and

l

saving financial resources by eliminating unwise
subsidies to unsustainable activities.
. ..’
A serious national commitment to reporting on
‘sustainable development will force .clarification
by linking cause and effect more clearly. It will
translate the, concept of sustainable development into practical terms for use by decision
makers and make it much more probable that

ensuring accountability;

* encouraging initiative by giving credit where
credit is due; and
l

2

conform

identifying’knowledge
gaps and providing rationales for giving priority to filling the gaps.

The Decision Makers
l

individuals and households;

l

corporations and. corporate groupings;

0 communities and.settlements;
l

and

regional, provincial, and national governments.

National Round Table on the Environment

and the Economy
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.The Reporting ‘Focus

The Ind’icators

Reporting on sustainable development must
measure performance in economic, environ‘mental,, social, and cultural terms. And it must do
so within every sphere of activity that it addresses. Since there will be. a host of activities
upon which attention could, be directed, a blueprint that shows how a reporting system,would
wo.rk will. be needed in order to determine what
should be reported.

.Each indicator domain spans a wide range of
disciplines, and associated with each domain
are a number of indicators that already are being
reported. Most of these indicators gained prominence simply.because they,existed and not because they were picked as part of a coherent
reporting system. ,Th,ey:.fill a need and have
emerged, rightfully so, because of their specific.
‘usefuIne.ss. However, they developed in isolation
from insights in other disciplines and in the abr
sence of co-ordinating links.

’ This report suggests that there .are four main
areas of diagnosis that should be considered in
assessing progress toward sustainable .development - we call them indicator domains and
they are the touchstones on which progress
toward. sustainable development is best measured. They should be the focus of,reporting. They
are:

These indicators inevitably will provide some.of
‘the building blocks for a “family” of sustainable
development indicators. On their own, however,
they are inadequate,. To appreciate this inadequacy, it is necessary-only to return to the example of the economic reporting system in Canada.
‘Statistics Canada fists close to 1,000 industry
classes and each class has a number of indicators to report. Obviously, nothing remotely app.roaching
that scale can be expected
immediately for reporting on sustainable development:

I ECOSYSTEM
An assessment of the integrity, health; or
well-being of the ecosystem;
II INTEFlACTlOhl
An assessment ,of the interaction between people and the ecosystem: .how
and to what extent human activities contribute to the .provision of basic needs
and the quality of life; how these actions
stress, or contribute to restoring, the ecosystem; and how successful we have
been at meeting the goals and objettives of.policies, regulations;and legislat.ion;

1..

,lll PEOPLE
’
An assessment of the well-being of peopie in the broadest sense (individuals,
communities,
corporations,
regions,
.provinces, nations, and other decisionmaking groups).; the assessment should
range across physical, social, cultural,
and economic attributes; and
IV SYNTHESIS
An assessment of the whore: looking at
key linkages across the above three
components. -

:
:

’

’

Nevertheless, giveh the integrative pers.pective
of sustainable development, new insights will
lead to new and more powerful indicators. It may
be possible eventually, to identify a short list of
key indicators of sustainability.. However, that
process will, take time.

CtinMa%
.. Ability
..

~

Report:in’g
.-

At this time, Canada cannot offer a definitive
assessment of .progress toward sustainable development. We know in general terms that while’
some elements of society are adjusting, many
are not. We also can recognize a significant shift
in societal values that provides a new context for
., decision making, a context in which parallel con-’
tern for people an.d the environment broadens
the narrow focus on purely economic matters
-that has dominated the way we have assessed.
progressthroughout
this century.
.

_(
‘.

L
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Reporting on Sustainable Development

Only a small, leading group of innovative Canadians, mainly at the grass-roots level, has made
much progress in grasping the essence of sus:
t&able development. Our most excjting innovations have coine from them. However, our
current information systems are aimed ,at the
needs of provincial and federal governments,
and large corporations, and are not well tailored
to support decision making by individuals, cornmunities, and small businesses. Consequently,
it is essential that we nourish bottom-up, grassroots development.
Our review.has revealed a number.of encourag-’
ing developments. The 1991 State of Canada’s
Etivironment (Environment Canada) along with
the parallel publication of Human ‘Activity and
the Environmenr (Statistics Canada) are ,being
recognized internationally as setting new standards for reporting. Ongoing work aimed at inteenviro,nmentai
grating
concernsin
macroeconomic analysis through satellite accounts to the System of National Accounts is
encouraging. Also noteworthy are initiatives
taken by a number of federa! departments., provincial. governments, and major corporations
aimed .at choosing new strategic directions in
line with the ideas of sustainable development.
However, for most people, concern and action
remain limited’to after-the-fact “environmental
protection” at best. We.are far from entrenching
an anticipato.ry and preventive stance. Our
practice, and our ability lag well behind our intentions and even farther behind our rhetoric.

The Motivation
There are three strong.motivations
sustainable development a reality:

”
for making
. :

enlightened self-interest;
the public’s right to know; and
the growing value set that entrenchescare and
respect for both people and the enveloping
ecosystem.
.

4’

The Underlying Value
System. -”

”

The foundation of this work is a value set based
on a paralfel concern and respect for people
and for the enveloping ecosystem - not one or
the other, ‘not dne.more than the other, but both
together.
,.
Sustainable development brings a ynew perspective that carries with it new responsibilities
and an expanded value base that must be
merged with the,old. Developing a system of
reporting on sustainable development offers the
oijportunity.to nourish this shift.

‘.

The Timing
There is an urgent need for action. Canada, like
most countries, is in a remarkable period, of.
transition. Restructuring at a global scale is unprecedented. Decisions are’being made today.
that will have significant, long-term impacts economically, socially, cultural-ly, and most importantly, ecologically. We have a-window of
opportunity’ to establish the, kind of system
needed to track progress, ensure rapid response to needed .change, and entrench an
anticipatory capability to prevent problems before the occur. Only through such a system will
we be able to maximize learning as we go and,
as a result, minimize wastage of society’s limited.
human, financial, and natural resources..
.
.

The Cost

‘. ..

Few would have guessed 50 years ago that our
standard industrial classification would grow to
accommodate the tracking of economic and
social signals from close to 1,000 industry
classes in Canada. By the mid-1980s the federal government was spending three quarters of
a’billion dollars and employing more than 10,000
people to collect basic-information about Canada, its people; .its economy, and the ecosystem. In addition, the provinces spend $125
million to $150 million a year. We are unaware of

National Round Table ori ttre Environment.and
I

the Economy

,

Reporting on Sustainable Development

a comparable figure for private-sector corporations, but it probably is as large as that for the
federal government.,

The l&commendations

.

We need To shift the .pens and upgrade the
.quality of the signals that feed decision making:
This is th.e task to be addressed, by a system of
reporting on sustainable development.

The proposed approach to-reporting on sustainable development is not aimed at re-creating or
replacing existing elements of Canada’s information system. Rather, it urges that we build on
what is there now. It is best thought of as creating
a small, but critical, missing link.

‘Consequently, we offer the fotlowing recommendations. They-are grouped by departmental responsibility.

We have reviewed costs related to severafexisting federal initiatives and have concluded that _.
WERECOMMEND THAT THE GOVERNan annual commitment of $3 million in supportof
20 futl-time employees is probably the appropriMENT OF CANADA:,
ate level of effort needed.to establish a capability
for reporting on sustainable development. The
1. Develop a policy statement that entrenches a
money and ‘the people should be found within
government-wide
commitment to’ sustainable
existing allocations for the gathering, processdevelopment in the mandaks andreporting reing, and assessing of data and information,
sponsibilities of;federal departments, agencies,
and crown corporations.

:

The Cost of lnactjon
Over the past 25 years, Canada has accumulated a huge debt; Part of it is expressed in terms
of the public accounts deficit. An equally important part is hidden. It is the cost we are going to
have to pay to deal with ecological degradation.
-For’ example, it is estimated ‘that tens of billions
of dollars will be required to restore ec0syste.m.
integrity on the Great. Lakes-St. Lawrence systern alone. And the longer we delay, the higher
will be the cost.
Both-of these debt components pass on costs to
ourchildren and threaten to reduce the possibility of them enjoying tfie same quality of life as has
been ours. They represent the growing cost of
inaction. Recognitionof this-simple fact was the
,starting point of the’Brundtland Commission, as.
it is ours.
Part of the reason that we find ourselves with
such debts is that we.have a totally inadequate
system for -monitoring and assessing current
conditions, interpreting past decisions, and anticipati’ng longer-term implications.
’
b
:

It’ is essential that this policy make individual
departments -re.sponsible and accountable for
ensuring that their .policies, programs, and
budgets encourage and support activities that
are economically and ecologically sustainable,
both in the short and longer terms (page,45).

._
’

2. Establkh a capability for:
a.

assessing .and reporting anhually. on pro‘gress toward sustainable
development
within the federalgovernment as a corporate
. .
entity; and

b.

reviewing the envirunmental implications of
actiolis taken as a result of existing statutes,
policies, programs, ‘and regulations -l as
promised in Canada’s Green Plan.

Exactly what shape this office.should take, and
where it should be located -within,
or at arm’s
length, to the federal government - requires
further assessme.nt. What- is most, important is
that-it be clearly assigned.this-responsibility
and
given authority for discharging it, Further, the
office must be independent and able to link
effectively- to; and work with, all .parts .of the
federal system. It cannot, therefore, be embed-

‘.
National Round Table on the Envirckment
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Reporting on &stainable

..

Development

de-d within any.existing department (page 45):
3. Initiate discussions with provinci& and territqrial governments,
and other stakeholders
aimed at:
a.

I

designing and establisfiing a capability for
assessing and reporti@every five years on
progress tow&d sustainable development
for Canada as a whole; and

-

Over all, we conclude that.significant gaps exist
between what ideally should be reported, wh.atcurrently is practical, and what.actually is being
. reported:.Closing these gaps will take time. In
.’ the meantime, corporate sustainable development reporting should be nurtured but not regulated.; encourag-ed
but not standardized;
reinforced but not necessarily legislated (page
40).

b. providing an assessment every five years of
7. Make StatisticS Canada jointly responsible with
domestic legisltition and regulations (proEnvironment Canada for development and iyvincial, inter-provincial: and federai), as well.
plementation of the National Pollutant-Release
as in terna tional trea ti& and’ conventions,
lnven tory.
relevant to sustainable developr%ent, that
Management of the program should be aimed
impact on Canada’s trade position, eco- -.
at
collecting accurate and timely.data that keeps
nomic .prosperity, and ecosystem integrity
to a minimum duplication with other efforts to
(page 46).
gather data and jnformation (page 40).
4, Restructure the Environmental Choice Program
to be a joint responsibility of Environment Canada and Industry Canada.
In follow-up, every effort should be made to
expand the program to cover a broader range
-of products and to upgrade p’rogram marketing
to ensure more effective outreach (page 33).

a.

identifying.and prioritizing specific data and
information needs of communitv decision
makers related to sustainable devebpment;
and

exploring the feasibility of establishing a ria’iional clearinghouse and other ways by
tihich these needs-might best be met (page
.~37).
_’

a.

develop .&stainable developmtint codes of
practice; and

6.
~

implement practical reporting systems to
facilitate nionitoring and.assessment of pro.
gress over time (bage 41).

9. WE RECOMMEND
ADA:
a.

I

THAT STATISTICS CAN:

Systematically gather and periodically report data and information concerning individuals and househ,olds that is related to the
state and progres$of sustainabLe dev&opment; and, to that end

b. join with the National Round Table and
ParticipACTlON in their soc&/ marketing init@five to jointly:
* design, -develop and launch a national
‘sustaintible development home survey
and report-back program; and

,
National Round Table’on the Environment
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.

6.

6. Make a commitment _to having corporate and
consumer standards set, in part&Jai for ieporiing, that will compare ftivourably to the highest
in the world..

’
:

8. Take the necessary steps to encourage all car-,
porate entities (including for-profit busin&ses,
nbt-for-profit voluntary organizations, professiohal associations, co-operatives; hospitals,
unions,. universities, colleges, ‘and community
colleges) tb:

5. Identify a responsibUity centre and-provide it
with the mandate to initiate discussions with
pro&cial and municipal partners (including the
na titinal and proviricial &sociations of municipalities) aimed 4 t:

,’

.

:

:
.

motivate people to paiticipate.
.
The program will provide an opportunity
for Statistics Canada to develop and implement an ongoing individual
and
household database with information
from all parts of Canada. It should aim at
enabling individuals and households to
monitor, assess’, and report their activities and to compare them to local, re.‘- gional, provincial, and national averages
. (page 3.2),
l

Repotting on Sustainable Development

1O:WE REC&MEND
BOARD:
:.

THAT. THE TREASURY

re-assign priority to effocs that will lead to the
development and implementation of a governmen&w/de procurement strategy and related
tracking system that:
a.

ref/&cts .the principles of sustainable development;
.’
6. @r&ides the Cabinet, Parliament, and the
public with a three to five year perspective of
governmept procurement.p/ans; and
c.

includes a ,rep&ting system. that &ffec&ely
compares actions with intentions (page 43).

..

..

:
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Aft&five years of discussing the ideas of the
: E3rundtland Commission, is Canada progressil?g toward sustainabte development? If so, how
fast are we progressing? Is it fast enough? If not,
what are the priority concerns? These are the
n,
iadinnr Ia thd
c,UGDL,vI
cIIc(Lm
, , ,otivated this report.
At this time we cannot provide definitive answers. We know in general terms that while
some etements of society are adjusting, many
are not. And we are aware of the dark consequences of a-failure to adjust.
We can recognize a significant shift in societal
values that offers a new context for dec.ision
rnaking but-and
this is the crux of our present
dilemma - we do not have .the-essential tool ,to
.rnake those.decisions. The tool we need is information.
__The reason we don’t.have.it is that we don’t have
a reporting system that can m,onitor progress
toward sustainable development. We do not
have a system that supplies decision makers
with the signals they need in order to make
‘realistic choices.

..’

..

In making decisions that strive toward sustain.able development, the difficulty encountered is
that there are many, many variables that need
to be considered. The entire concept of sustainable development is structured around the
propositjon that every decision has ripple ef‘fects and, just as when you throw several pebbles ihto a pool, when the ripples intersect they
produce still different ripples.
:
In other words, ,sustainable -development. deals
vvith -interrelationships and jinkages. It means
looking at decisions in a holistic way where there
is a parallel care and respect for people and for

the enveloping ecosystem of’which everyone is
a part..
But if you don’t report the ripples - and their
intersections - how do you know the effect of
decisions? How do you have any assurance that
you will be basing decisions on sound analysis?
How can you judge the consequences of those
decisions? And how do you know if you are
aiding or hindering progress toward sustainable
development?
Consequently, if decision makers are to imple:
ment sustain.able development policies, and if .
; the public is to gain trust in those pqlicies, Canada must develop some system of measuring.
.. and reporting performance in a meaningful way.
Part of the process of developing such a system
will be. to focus on un,derlying values because
they will determine what should be measured.
For instance, the traditional approach to biodiversity has been to ask, “How do you pinpoint
the worth of the ecosystem?” The assumption is
that.in the order of competing priorities, it has its
own private position.
tt has led to arguments that. biodiversity is worth
preserving
because research. into tropical
plants provides us with new medicines. Or because it supports a multi-billion-dollar tourism
industry. Or because biodiversity has a value in
its own right that ought to be protected.
None of these arguments.offers a satisfactory
approach. But what if the question is changed..
What .if we,take a more holistic approach and
ask: “What role does biodiversity have in determining the quality of life?” The question reflects
a shift in emphasis that brings into sharp focus
a concern for the well-being of people and the
integrity of the ecosystem, and removes us from’
p.
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: ;

the murky realm of .trying to ‘place an ind.ependent evaluation on the ecosystem.
.

The shiti follows naturally from the concept of
parallel care and respect for people and the
.enveloping ecosystem that .is at the heart of
sustainable development,. Once it is made, it
brings into light responsibilities that previously
lay hidden. And it heralds the need to adjust
value systems, Developing a national reporting
capability will aid greatly in that adjustment.
The-National Round Table recognizes that it has
a special responsibility regarding’ reporting,.on
sustainable develbpment in Canada. In the-short
term, its goal-is to encourage initial assessments
of progress toward, sustainable development
within the context. of cu’rrent conceptual and
resource limitations. Over the long term, its role
will be to act.as a.catalyst in the eventual development of a comprehensive reporting system.

’

Like other countries, Canada,is in a remarkable
period of transition. The National Round Table
thinks that, in this transition, sustainable development has a,unique contribution to. offer by
identifying strategic directions that will:
encourage activities that enhance social? cultural, economic, and environmental conditions in
both.the short and.the long term;
.
l minimize environmental stress and related costs
through anticipatory management and preven‘-tive action;

,
to needed change, and entrench an anticipatory
capabjlity to prevent ,probjems -before they oc-.
cur, it also will be a catalyst for social change in
‘its own right by improving public awareness.
:’ Only with such a system will tie be able, to
maximize learning as we go and, as a..res,ult,
-minimize &stage
of society’s limited human,
financial, and natural resources.
There is a window of opportunity, now, for doing
.all. this. But restructuring on a global scale. is
unprecedented. .Decisions are being made today that will have significant !ong-term’impacts
_
economically, socially, culturally, and, mast
importantly, ecologically. The longer we wait, the
more .extensive will be the restructur.ing undertaken without the benefit of insights that sustainable development can offer.

Key Definitiotk
The concept of sustainability

save. financial resources by r,educing unwise
subsidies to unsustainable activities.
The result wilt be anenriched quality of life, the
safeguarding of ecosystem integrity, and an enhanced competitive position internationallythat\
-.
at the same time, reduces the.gap that currently
exists between developed and developing regions within Canada and around the world.
Wowever, the contribution that can be made by
sustainable development will beforeshortened if
.a system ,oPreporting is not established as soon
as possible. The reason is that progress toward
sustainable development is dependent, in large
part, on reliable reporting. Not only will such
reporting track.progress, ensure rapid response

..

.’ :

.

is best defined as:

the persistence over. an apparently in*definite future of certain necessary and
d&sired characteristics of both the ecq’ system and the human sbbsystem
within.’

l

l

,

Sustainability is a normative attribute of some,thing, such as the ecosystem, biodiversity, de-.
velopment, communitiesthe
nation, the family
far.m; or society.

.-

Sustainability of development 7 or sustainable’
development’ F focuses on human activities
and on related..development that:.
meet the needs of the present without ’
compromising. the ability of future generations to meet, their own neec?s3.
.
This definition is especially appropriate because
it focuses’ on managing human activity .and,
abandons all pretence of trying to “manage” the
environment. Policies; decisions, and regula.’
tions cannot “manage” the environment; all they,
can do is regulate human activity as it affects the
environment.
..
.
The. word “development”
sense of:

is used here in the

I
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has played a leading role internationally, both in
terms- of conceptual developments and. substantive developments. -.

to realize the potentialities of, to bring to
..
a betterstSte.4
lNhen it is used in reference to sustainable development, it maintains both qualitative and
’ quantitative characteristics. It must be differen.tiated from growth that applies only to a.qyanti.tative increase in physical dimensions.
‘This report starts with the identification of a
system that includes. people, the- envejoping
ecosystem, and the interaction between the two.
The word “sustainability” can apply to this system. However, tiecause of the interconnectedmess of the ecosystem and people, reporting on
progress toward ,.sustainabiljty, in this context,
cannot be differentiated from reporting on progress toward sustainable development.~

In 1990, the issue of human development at-.
tracted attention with publication of the first an: nual report on the topic by the United Nations
Development Program. Its human development
index;although subject to much debate, is gaining recognition as a key indicator of human
well-being.7.

A Brief.. Historical Note.
A system for reporting on sustainable development is as important to Canada’s future as its
system for reporting economic activities has.
been for its welfare. over the past 50 years.

.

_
.
’
”

During these same 25 years, alternative approaches. to economic monitoring have been
proposed. Feminist scholarship fias offered an
especially useful perspective. Most recently,
“ecological
economics”
has emerged as a
transdisciplinary field which now has a formal
.society and a learned journal.8

Work on national accounting through the 1920s
and 1930sin the United States,- and during the
late i93Os and the 1940s in Great Britain, led to
the, system that is now used throughout the
.world. A key contribution was made by ‘John
IMaynard Keynes who provided the crucial ttieoretical framework for calculating “national, income” in ttie mid-1930s.

.

”

Much of the effort spent in improving ways to
assess progress has been directed at identifying better indicators:ln the 196Os, the motivation
was a desire to monitor the quality of life and
social conditions more.effectively. In the 197Os,
it stemmed from a concern with environmental
quality. In the mid-1980s assessing the health
of communities emerged as a concern and sets
of “indicators-of. healthy communities” were developed.

Now, half a century later, this system continues
to be the subject of debate and is evolving
constantly. The Standard Industrial Classificai
.tion, which underlies the System -of National
I
Accounts, tracks ‘a range of social and ecornomic signals from close to 1,000 industrial
.classes in Canada. It will similarly take time to I
develop effective ways of monitoring, assessing, integrating, and reporting progress toward
the broad.er and more ,integrative concept of
sustainable development.

Canada’s system of health information has received critical scrutiny over’the past decade as
part of the overall concern with soaring health
costs. New approaches to indentifying the determinants pf well-being, that include economic
and environmental factors, are being explored.g
These various activities have all dealt, to a
greater or lesser extent, with the prosperity,
health, and overall well-being of people, on the
one hand, and with the integrity, health, and
overall well-being of the ecosystem,‘.on the
other.

In .the late 1980s and now in the 1990s popuY
‘larization of the concept of sustainable development brought a new wave of interest in improved
indicators. As a’result, the 1989 G-7 Economic
Summit, held in Paris,, requested that the OECD
address this issue. Canada signalled. its inten.’ tionof playing a leading role, and a number of
initiatives resulted, including those of .Envirohment Canada (Indicators Task Force),” Health

The first formalized systems of reporting, at
regular intervals, .on the state of environment
I(SOE) began in 1969 in Japan, and in 1970 in
the United States.’ As SOE reporting has ma-.
tured during the intervening 25 years, Canada

’

.

..

.
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and Welfare Canada (Steering Committee on
Indicators for a Sustainable Society),”
and the
CanadianEnvironmental
Advisory Council (Indi- ’
caters of Ecologically Sustainable Develop- .
ment).”
An early attempt to assess progress toward sustainable development in Canada is contained in
Canada’s National Report to the Earth Summit
held in .Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, in 1992.13 Meanwhile, round tables in most provinces and territories have .developed,. or are. in the process. of
developing, sustainable development strategies. And at the federal level, a multi-stakeholder
“projet de sock%” is charged with developing a ’
national strategy for sustainable development.

tionel Round Table, has published a book explaining the concepts of sustainable develop
.ment and offering guidelines
for .action.15
Individuals and families are striving to decrease
the environmenta! impact of their activities. And
the future of Canada’s aboriginal peoples is being fashioned with reference to their historic wisdom that recognizes the profound- link,between’
the land and the well-being of people:

Most importantly, the concept of sustainable development has finally provided a mechanism for
bridging many disparate disciplines and inter-,
ests. It is qur hape to build on the above work
and facilitate the involvement of the many stake-.
holders that now claim some ownership in the
idea of sustainabje development. The proposed
In the private sector a number of indivjdual firms -.
approach- to reporting does this by explicitly
and industry associations
have established
linking decision making to the .ecosystem, to
,, people, and.to interactions between the two.
codes of practice and are implementing innovative approaches to reporting.14 The Canadian
Labour Congress, in conjunction’with
the Na-

.
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Gods and Objectives
The overarching goal of reporting on sustainable development is to improve the way we
make decisions. The means of reaching that
goal will be to provide information that will suppoit informed and responsible decision making.
To- do that, four specific objectives are proposed, aInd they are to?
l

comml~nicate kev sicrnsls to targeted decision
makers, in particular, to give them early-warning
signals .for required policy or institutional
changes;

0 ensure accountability;
@ encourage initiative
&edit is d.& an.d

by giving’credit

where

0 identify knowledge gaps and provide-rationales
for giving prioiity to filling those gaps.

Reporting To, By, and
For.\IVhom?
These initial objecti&
lead to the idenJification
of two categories of reporting, orie in’ support of
.on-going management and decision making,
and a second related to accountability.
.The first category iS reporting tq decision makers I’or decision making.
The second is reporting by decision makers (or
organizations asa wholej to those. to whom they
are accountable for their decisions or perform-.
ante.

Reporting. to decision makers calls for data,.
‘information, and tinaiyses assembled as input
to‘routine decision making related tti. the on-going “busine&” and management of individual.
and household daily life, corporate activities,
and governance.

‘.

1_

Generally such decision making-,is future-or+
ented because it addresses the routine needs
of decisioh makers in their ordinary responsibilities of deciding what to do next. Control of this
reporting is exercised by the decision makers’
themselves, on the basis of their own perceived
needs. Key items include accuracy, technical
capability, and uncertainty about relationships
between decisions and actions and be&veen
past states and projected futures.
Corporate and government exan-iples abound,
and range from lengthy reports by outside con,
sultarits or internal advisors, to’highly
condensed briefing docuFents. These reports can
include information on current and past states,
and they can relate to the,decision topic, trends,
identification of scenarios, projections, and assessments. For governments and larger corborations, there often is some organized-capability
to do research.
Fpr most small businesses, individuals,. and
houSeholds, such reporting is likely to be much
less f.ormal. Usually individuals must rely on
either their. own data and knowledge (as in reviewing th.e cost of heating oit use to h&p make
ti decision about increasing insulation), or on
research done by others (as in researching a
.proposkd purchase by looking at publications
-providi?g advice to consumers).17
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Reporting

by decision

’ In western, market-driven democracies, the following four decision-making groups ye likely to
be the most significant:

makers,, although similar

in scope and content to the first category (i.e.,
: past and present states, as well as trends, pro-,
jections, and assessments), nevertheless has a
quite different driving niotivation. Private sector
examples include annual reports to shareholders. For the federal ‘government, the Public Accounts serve the same purpose. Since this type
of reporting offers decision makers an opportunity to present their actions in.a positive light, a
key is&e often is the credibility of the inforination
repqrted.
Reporting on sustainability
categories of reporting..

must include both

Achieving Res.rjIts,
There is an obvious danger that reporting on
sustainable developmGnt could become a vast’
task, with no immediate ‘tangible results. That
would be completely unacceptable. While the
existing’ data and information base is immense,
a number of experiments have been completed
that we can build upon. And there are interim
steps that can be taken which will yield immediate resultswhile a more comprehensive system
is evolving.

l

individuals and households;

l

corporations ahd cor,po!ate groupings;

l

communities .and settlements; and

‘0 regidnal, provi&ial,‘and

national governme&.

This identification of key @&ups is pragmatic,.
although, iZ.could be seen as extending the three
components of the conventional model of themarket economy (firms, households and governments) in order to recognize communities..

:
A. Fresh Perspective
onV@u&
‘.
Decisions aie based on values. A decision seeks
a result .and that result is desire’d because it is
seen to be a beneficitil thing. And it is seen as
beneficial becatise the decision maker has rated
.it accof.ding.to his or her value system and has,
said it rates high enough to want.
If.sustainable develgpment is to succeed, it will
do so.because we have adjusted our value systern. It will be because we have extended’our
measu’re of worth. It -will be because we have.
placed the concept df.well-beirig at the centre of

Reporting’as Part of
Decisiot?Making

our
con&&rations.

Any system of reporting.is nested within a larger
decision-making system. .Within that larger systern, each society has different groups of decision makers who-operate within cultures that are
characterized differently in terms of values, motivation, and needs.
._For example,. the “corporate cljlture” is different -.
from the “bureaucratic culture”, which in turn is
different from the culture of academiks i and so.
.forth. To be braadly applied, a 5ystem of reporting on ,sustainable dkvelopment must be adapt-.
able to till these different cultures and, at the
same time, be tailored to the specific needSof
the decision-making groups that represent those
cultures.

The heart and core of sustain,able development
is the holistic perception. that the well-being of
people depends on the well-beiyg of all other
parts of our world A and that means the well-being’of the ecosystem,.the well-being of our economic system; the well-being of our.institUtions,
and the well-being of societies.
The litmus test, hpwevkr, is people. If their wellbeing is denied, there will be consequences that’
will upset any and every balance, whether those
consequences take the form of unrest, dysfunc. tiohal societies, commodity scarcities, economic
dislbcation,
ecologicai
degradation,
atmos-.
pheric change, or institution&l gridlock.

.
:
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Developing a system of reporting on sustainable
development provides an opportunity to nourish
a ,growth in our perception of what is beneficial
and-what it is that we should want.

.-as if we carried a checklist to ensure‘that they
incorporated the thingswe think are important.
If the indicators don’t pass the test, then we can
revise them until they do.

In practical terms, th.e value set underlying the
ideas of sustainable development can be described as being based on a parallel care and
respect for people and ‘the enveloping ecosystern of which,we are part. The implications of this
‘value .set will vary for any group. of decision
makers.

In other words, we seek to ensure that the indicaters will have value-driven characteristics that
reflect the parallel care and respect that we are
talking about.
_
.We offer such a checklist in Table 1 @‘indicate
the kinds of things that indicators should reflect.
The table is presented tostimulate reflection and
discussion..Each decision-making group must
deal with this topic on its ownterms.

When this value set is applied to repo.rting, it
channels attention in specific ways so that we
approach indicators from a different viewpoint

TABLE 1:
CHARACTERISTICS OF A SYSTEM OF REPORTING
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT 18..

VALUE-DRIVEN

9 system of reporting on sustainable develop1
nent should focus on.:

pressed, so that in the reporting process
there will be a forward-looking thrust instead of just a description of past and current conditions;

) respect and concern for theecosystem bY
l
using a time horizon that ‘captures both
human (short) and ecosystem (long) time
scales;.
1l adopting a frame of reference for assessing
actions and decisions that extends beyond
political and ‘other boundaries to encompass the full extent of affected ecosystems;
and
l

analzsing individual ecosystem components (e.g. air, groundwater, surface water,
soil, fauna, flora, etc.) within the context of.
the connected ecosystem.

T recognizing and accepting uncertainty as
an inevitable occurrence instead of an impediment to good decision making.
l

‘respect and concern.for people - by ..
l

l

l

@the interaction betkeen people .and the
ecosystem: by
! _
l

l

.

I

being sensitive to the complete range of
chemical, physical, and biological stress on
the ecosystem - including stress that.occurs naturally and stress that is imposed by
human activities;
.
adopting an anticipatory perspective when
dealing with the manner in which indicators, ,time horizons, and analyses are ex-

using assessment criteria that’respect the
existence of alternative and changing values when evaluating progress;
assessing thedistribution of environmental,
economic, social and cultural costs and
benefits, by examining their impacts on dif.ferent social groups;
including ways to measure participatior
and control in decision making; and

0 using both
- objective data and information, and
-

subjective information., i.e. intuitive understanding based on experience oi
everyday life, including- expe.rience
gained from subsistence and traditional life styles.

..

.
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,The Reporting Focus
,contributions were reviewed and then linked with
the “value-driven characteristics” of a reporting.
system which are identified in Table 1.

The Template
What we ended up with were four focal points
that we think are the most important places to
look in order to assess progress toward sustainable development. We call them areas of diagnosis, or, to present a less formal way of putting
it, indicator domains.

Building an Overlapping
Consensus
‘.

/

‘.

:

In addition, .our review highlighted once again
how wide-rang,ing are the economic, environ.mental, social, and .cultural concerns that affect
progress toward sustainable development. What
follows are the four indicator domains that we
identified, and what there is about them that
.
needs to be considered:*‘-

This work d,raws on the concept of “overlapping
I ECOSYSTEM,
consensus” first proposed in. 1987 by Professor
An assessment of the integrity, health, or well-beJohn Rawls of Oxford Un,iversity. Professor
ing of the ecosystem;
Rawls pointed out that a consensus affirmed by .
“opposing theoretical, religious, philosophical,
=
II INTERACTION
and moral doctrines” is likely to be both just and
An assessment of the interaction between ‘peoresilient. Consequently, public policy based on,
such an “overlapping consensus” is likely to
ple and the ecosystem:, how.and to what extent
thrive over.generations.lg
human activities contribute to the provision of
basic needs and the quality of life; how these
So, seeking such longevity for.our proposals, we
actions- stress, or contribute to restoring, the
drew insights from a broad number of disciplines
e.cosystem; and how successful we have been
and interests in an aitempt to identify common
at meeting -the goals and objectives of policies,
ground for desig:ning a blueprint for reporting. A
..
.
regulations, and legislation;.
wide range of relevant theoretical and practical
f

,
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HI PEOPLE

Ecosystem hdicaths:
Building on SOE
Reporting r

An assessment of the well-being of people in the
broadest sense (individuals, communities, corporations, regions, provinces, nations,. and
.other decision-making groups); the assessment
should range across physical, social, cultural,
and economic attributesand

IV SYNTHESIS ’
An assessment of the whole: looking at key
linkages across the above three components.
Framing the indicator domains in, this way
achieves two things: it recognizes.that people
are part of the ecosystem; and it stresses that
what ,has to be managed is human, activity. This
last is extremely important because-of the Iongheld view that people could “manage” the environment. Such a view, because it offers a false”
premise, can lead only, to misplaced policies.
Society cannot “manage” the environment; society can only manage the activities of people
L through policies, laws, and actions - and the
activities of people, in turn, interact with the
-supporting ecosystem.
Consequently, these indicator domains will constantly direct attention to the decision-making
process.
Taken together, they define the bounds of reporting on sustainable development. They offer
a template that can be placed over decisions to
help assess the impact they will have on sustain’a,ble development - or over-activities to s.ee
what impact they are having. They also can be
used as a template to place over the welter of
,data and information facing us to help identify
what are appropriate indicators. Most impor.tantly, they encourage a perspective that emphasizes the total interdependence of human
well-being and ecosystem integrity.

Twenty Years of .$OE ‘Reporting

.

Over the years, state-of-environment reporting
has provided a great deal of information that will
be valuable in developing a system for reporting
on sustainable development. And as it has matured, Canada has played a leading international role both substantively and in conceptual
devetopments.

,~

At home, Canadians established important milestones, including:.

/

0 a series of broadly interdisciplinary river basin
studies, completed in the’.1970s and 1980s by
federal-provincial-territorial
.teams created under the Canada Water Act (1970);
l

A Recipe
Box 1 applies thus approach to two cases: one
is a hypothetical assessment of the activities of
a forest company; the-second is an overall assessment of forest lands in Canada.
1
l

a comprehensive study of the Great Lakes ecosystem by the Pollution from Land Use Activities
Research Group (PLUARG), created by the
1972 Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement. It
led to entrenchment of the “ecosystem” appreach. to management of the Great Lakes systern ,in the 1978 Great Lakes Water Quality
Agreement;

_,

the first state-of-environment report completed
in Canada. It was called Environmental Quality
.in the Atlantic Provinces and came out in 1979

.
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TWO EXAMPLE OiJTLlNES OF RE.PORTlNG PROGdESS
SUSTAINABLE DE~.ELOPMENT,

TOWARD

A HYPOTHETICAL
ASSESSMENT OF
PROGRESS TOWARD SUSTAINABLE
A HYPOTHETICAL FOREST COMPANY’
DEVELOPMENT IN %ANADA’S FOREST
REPORT ON PROGRESS
TOWARD,
. . LANDS
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
I

Ecosystem Integrity
(natural, modified, cultivated, built)

l

,assessment of the health and integrity-of the
ecosystem with, which the corporation interslcts~

I ’ Forest Ecosystem Integrity
(natural, modified, cultural, built)
l

II
II

Interaction

l

assessment of the stress caused, by the
activity (physical, chemical, biological);
data in a form that compares with that of
other corporations around the world

l..

identification of opportunities for stress reduction; success in reducing.stress
.’
opportunities
tion

l

assessment of stress on the ecosysterr
(physical, chemical, biological); data in E
.form that compares with that from other
parts of the world

0

identification ,of o.pportunities for stress reduction; success in reduc.ing stress
I
opportunities for, and success at, restora.
tion

.

l

and regula-

Ill
Ill Well-Being

.

l

l

c’orporate well-being
wise)

l

profile and valuation of corporate activities
(benefits contributed to .shareholders, em-,
ployees, communities, etc.)

(financial and other-

‘well-being of the community wjth which the
corporation interacts

r
l

l

record of compliance with laws and regulations
..

People and Canada’s Forest Lands
assessment of well-being (individuals, families and households, communities,,,corporations, the forest industry, tourism ant
recreation, etc.)
profile and valuation of human activities in
and dependent on, forest lands i,n Canada
.

IV Synthesis
l

IV Synthesis

Interaction

l

for,‘and. success at, restora-

record of compliance.wjth,laws
tions
.

assessment of the health and integrity oi
Canada’s forest land ecosystems

’

links across the above; assessment of the
“whole”; anticipatory assessment

links across the above; assessment of the
“whole”; anticipatory assessment
,

,
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as a joint publication of’Environment,Canada, on
the one hand, and the governments of New
Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Prince Edward -Island,
and Newfoundland, on the other;
l

Canada. At present, a new .memorandum of 1
agreement is .being negotiated between Statis- -‘m
tics Canada and Environment’ Canada that will
forge still .stronger data/information links between, the twoorganizations
and further help
,
overcome. fragmentation -in data/information
gathering and assessment.

publication by Environment Canada of The State
of Canada’s Environment, first in 1986, and
again in 1991; simultaneous publication by- Statistics Canada of the statistical compendium,
Human Activities and the Environment;

Several. other federal departments and agenties publish periodic reports on various aspects
of Canada’s environment. They include: Fisheri ies and Oceans Canada, Agriculture and Agrifood Canada, Natural Resources Canada, and,
within Environment Canada, the Atmospheric
Servicethe Ecosystem Science and Evaluation
Directorate, and the Parks Service.

* publication in .I987 of the first municipal SOE
report in Canada by the Regional Municipality of
Waterloo;
t the 1991 publication by Forestry Canada of its
first annual assessment of The State &Canada’s
Forests;
l iho

mlnncn

in

IQ03

nf

thn

fdrlarnl

The Canadian Council of Ministers of the Environment (CCME) has a State of Envirpnment
Reporting’Task Group that is trying to harmonize
SOE activities among the provinces, the territories, and the federal government. Three major
workshops have been held that have led. to.
concrete advances supported by all 13 jurisdictions. The current emphasis is on developing an
inventory of provincial environmental databases
that can- link to the Environment Canada/Statis‘tics Canada inventory.

Cqvernme,t’s

Green Plan, which included a range of commitments directly.related,to reporting;
l

the 1991 publication by Environment Canada of
A Report on Canada’s Progress Towards a National Set of Envirqmental lndida tars;,

* -the joint publication in 1992 by Environment
Canada and Statistics Canada -of 272 Databases for. Environmental Analysis, which is a
description‘of active databases within the fed:
erai system;

I

l

the 1992 publication by Statistics. Canada of
Households and the Envirdnment, 1991;

l

the 1993 launch by Statistics Canada’of the first
of ‘a new occasional series entitled Environmental PGispectives, 1993: Studies and Statis-

’

-

Most provinces have produced SOE reports
covering their jurisdictions, and with the emer,gence of provincial round tables, the SOE reporting process is being linked with provincial
strategies for sustainability (as in British Columbia and Ontario) or sustainable development (as
inNew Brunswick).r
:

Some of the most exciting initiatives are being
pursued by local governments acros.s C.anada
which are undertaking SOE analyses.

&.’

i
_

Existing Reporting Activities
Opportunities for stakeholder participation have
been significantly expanded during the past
decade because of activities-related to state-of-environment reporting within theSOE Reporting
Branch of Environment Canada and the National
Arxounts
and Environment Division of Statistic.s

Is

.-;.

A growing number of corporations also are developing a capacity for “environmental reporting”. These reports focus on company,activities
.’ and the stress they impose on the ecosystem such as the levels of contaminants emitted, and
the actions and expenditures undertaken to reduce them. They do not address the “state-of”
the receiving environment.
.
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The Difference Between SOE’
Reportirig and Reporting on,
Sustainable Development

health and integrity. Ongoing support is critical
-within
governments and universities, and beyond - if we are to progress on this front.
.

:

Clarifying the relationship between SOE reporting and reporting on sustainable development is.
a key issue.- We have concluded that in terms of
the indicator domains (ecosystem, ‘interaction,
people), the appropriate focu.s.of SOE reporting
. is an assessment of:
,.
ecosystem’integrity

Interaction Incjicators:
Building o.n Econ;omic
and’SOE Reporting.

or well-being; and

how, and to what extent, human activities stress
or restore.‘-the ecosystem: (This component is
part of monitoring and assessing human-ecosystem interaction.)
This definition of bounds is consistent with the
four questions that conceptually drove Canada’s
1991 SOE report. They were:
What is happening in Canada’s environment?
Why js it happening?

‘.

.,

Why is it significant? and

”

_

What are Canadians doing about it?

i

However, it also signals our conclusions that
SOE reporting is a critical subset of a broader.
system of report/ng.on sustainable development
that must provide an .overall perspective: To
date, that broader, system of reporting has not
been encouraged.

Advancing ‘the Ability to.‘Assess
] Ecosystem integiity
Finally, .it is important to highlight a conclusion.
regarding Canada’s current ability to monitor
and assessecosystem conditions. While there is
a massive amount of literature available that
describes the state and trends of various compar-rents of Canada’s ecosystem, natural scientists remain at the earliest stages of being able
to effectively monitor and assess ecosystem

Factors Contrdlling’ Interaction
Interaction between humans and the ecosystem.
is controlled by two sets of factors:
l

natural conditions and events that determine the
circumstances in’ which people, as a sub-system, function; and

0

human activities that draw on the ecosystem for
support. (Usually these activities impose stress
on the ecosystem, but in some special cases
they can help restore certain of its functions, for.
example by building fish Ladders around dams
or other obstructions. in rivers.)

.
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long-term quantitative description of human activities available;

Human Activities as the Motor.
Society does not manage the enviro?ment. It
manages human activities which, in turn, inter.act with the supporting e&system.
It follows, then, that arialysirig the- interaction
between people and the ecosystem is dependent on understanding, d,escribing, and classifying human activities. In or?nciple, monitoring‘and assessin the interatition should concen.
trate on how: A

* using SIC categories will link reporting to current
decision making: and
e current work on natural resouice satellite accounts to the System of National Accounts is
linked to the same SIC categories.

Thus, the startirig point for reporting on the “interactidn” is traditional macroeconomic.reporting and analysis. For national and provincial
reporfing,.that’means dealing.with the System of
Nation&. Accounts (SNA) and its provincial
equii/alents. For corporations it means starting
with‘ their own financial statements.

@ human activities provide for basic needs and
contribute to an enhanced Quality of-life: In other
words, it should take into account the’value of
those activites to individuals, households, communities, co<por&io.ns, regions, ‘provinces, or.
the nation as a.whole;
l

human activities
cally,‘chemically,

stress the e&system
and biologically;

For communities there is a problem, Wh:ile a
municipal government can deal with itself ai a
corporate entity through its own accounting, it.
usually is difficult to obtain anything more than
a crude inacroecqnomic picture of the community as a whole. Databases created by provincial
and federal agencies are not .usu2lly aimed at
assisting community decision.makers, and cornmunities rarely have the resoo‘urcesto generate
their own.

physi-

@ stress on the ecosystem, in turn, produces short
and long-tel’m implications for people, for the
activities -in question, and for the. ecosystem;
and
l

some human activities provide opportunities-to
reduce stress on, and restore functions to, the
e&system.
,

,Individuals and households usually have an un-.
derstanding of their over& finances, but they
rarely examine the longer-term implications of
the various activ.itie$ that fill each day. However,
there,are.a number of sources to which they can
turn for information.

A’complete .classification and description of hu-’
.man activities does not exist.22 However, the
Standard lndwstrial Classification (SIC), which
categorizes “value-added” according to market
activity, offers a useful starting point.

For any person, tioiporatioh, or body seeking
information, Statistics Canada coltects,and anali/zes data on a .formidable array of demographic, economic, and socioeconomic topics;
listing close to a thousand in its 1993 catalogue.
Moreov&, it is doing its best to present them in
user-friendly formats. (Its user-pay policy, ‘however, is a barrier to many individuals.) In addition, most federal .and provincial, departments
regularly report on their mandates in economic
terms and these, too, can be a valuable source
of information.

Drawin$ from Macroe.conomics
It is here that
macroeconomic
bear as a critical
development.l

the power of economics and
analysis should be brdught td
part of reporting on sustainable
and there are four reasons:T3’

the majority of human activities that are overstressing the ecosystem are found within the
market system;

A variety of non-government~groups also play a
significant role, including the Conference Board
of Canada, the Canadian Real Estate Board,

‘0 Statistics- Canada databases, organized acc&ding to the SIC, offer the most complete and

,.
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Dow Jones, the ‘major banks, and a number of
investment firms, -to name a few. In addition,
reports prepared by various United Nations
agencies, the OECD, and the World Bank offer
an important international perspective. For many
people, newspapers are a dominant source of
economic information.

Non-Market Activities and ’
Unq&ritifiable Values
There are three important limitations on Canada’s financial reporting system, and all .relate to
what the system does not or. cannot offer. In the
first. place, there are many human activities that
lie outside traditional economic topics because
they are not necessarily motivated by a desire to
produce goods and services forexchange in the
market system. Consequently, they are not reported. Nevertheless, they contribute greatly to
the well-being of Canadians and, at the same
time, they impose significant environmental
stress.

:

The most stark example is housework, most of.
which is performed by women. In 1992, Statistics
Canada conservatively estimated that the value
of household’work.in Canada was from 32 per.
cent to 39 per cent of gross domestic product
(GDP), orabout$l.59 to$199 billion.24. A.second
example is the large range of volunteer activities.
For 1986,87, Statistics Canada estimated that
53 million.Canadians undertook volunteer work,
contributing more than a billion hours‘of their
time, worth about $12 billion (using an average
service-sector wage).25
Secondly, under current macroeconomic techniques, it is difficult to assess unquantifiable
values. A.‘large range of environmental and social factors are simply not included in the. theoretical and conceptual
models that drive
<economic analysis. Exampjes ihClude air, water,
biodiversity, artifacts of human history and cul-’
ture, etc.
Thirdly, when calculating return on investment
- or, in gen.eral, when assessing success, financial
‘analysis does not deal with the range of physical,
chemical, and biological stress imposed on the
ecosystem by economic activity.

In fact, economic indicators such as GDP ignore
environmentally destructive impacts in recording economic activity. Consequently activities
are recorded as economic benefits regardless’
of how destructive they may be. This practice
gives rise to the current paradox of “mutually
incompatible
descriptions
of well-being”
in
which economists rightfully point to increasing.
standards of material welfare while ecologists
rightfully point to.the threat posed by rising consumerism to the planet’s life-support systems.24
‘.

The K&y Role of the Financial
Setiices Industry
It is the financial services industry that is leading
change toward recognizing environmentally. destructive consequences of economic activities.
Spurred by the threat of legal liability and substantial penalties, it is seeking ways to better
.’ protect investments. As a’result, it is beginning
to adopt procedures for ri,sk analysis that recognize and deal with at- least some long-term environmental. impiicatlons.27 So far, however, the ..
only issues to be addressed have been contaminated land and groundwater, concerns that have
been recognized as serious problems for two
decades. The industry has not yet adopted a
broader, anticipatory stance.
.
.However, these two concerns, especially that of
groundwater: illustrate the difficulty faced in economic analysis and decision making in dealing
with long-term, intergenerational, time horizons.
More exactly, they demonstrate the incompatibility between economic analysis that. employs
short time horizons (generally a few years) and
the time horizons governing natural processes
(many thousands of years and more).
At‘the same, time, ‘experience with these two
concerns has spread awareness of the potential
magnitude of environmental risk and sparked
recognition of the positive spinoffs that can flow
from environmentally sensitive management. For
example, minimizing waste and the use of re:
sources’has major economic, as well as environ‘mental,
benefits.
Similarly,
effective
management of forest activities can improve biodiversity over the long term and lead to a net
increase in positive benefits for people.

:
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The initiatives being taken in the financial servi
ities industry represent a substantial-institutional
“. change that has significantly improved aware. ness in the corporate worl’d: .It underlines the
importance of clearly signalling incentives if
‘change is to be promoted.

Strengthening the Fqcus on
Stresses other than “Polltition”
Assessing stress on the ecosystem has been a
central .concern .of state-of-environment reporting. However, as noted in the section dealing
with Ecosystem Indicators, it needs to be broadened to -provide,,close attention to assessing
how human.acti,vity links to ecological stress and
to those special cases where it linksto restoring
-the ecosystem.

0 noise can seriously affect people, raising tensions, causing hearing damage, limiting sleep,
and. contributing to psychological problems. It
also can affect wildlife, ahd their reaction can, in
turn, disturb ecological balances;
0 nonnative plants, aquatic life and other species
‘can be introd.uced, ,Intentionally or unintentionally, and have major impacts -three
relatively
recent examples of unintentional invasion are
zebra mussels in the Great Lakes~system, milfoil
weed in British Columbia lakes and purple
loosestrife in Ontario wetlands; and
.’
l

Although the emphasis on chemical “pollution”
is appropriate as a top current priority, it is
important to recognize that the stresses. that
people impose on the ecosystem are physical
and biological,. as ‘well as chemical. For instance:

.’

l

damming, dyking, dredging, and infilling can
severely affect lakes, waterwayswildlife,
microclimates, and ecosystem dependencies;

l

expansion of farmlands can significantly impair
biodiversity;
-.

l

urban sprawl can seriously
farmland;

Extending Current Reporting
.

It is apparent that to monitor and assess humanecosystem4nteractionreporting
on sustainable
development must deal with a universe of data
and information that extends well beypnd the
bounds of traditional financial reporting in terms
of:
the breadth .of activites considered;
:

reduce available.
‘0 the nature of the assessment that takes place;
and

@ insensitive commeic’ial forestry practices can
adversely alter regional ecosystems and niicroclimates, and can result in land degradation;
discharges of heated water into waterways can
dramatically affect aquatic life;

a extraction of non-renewable resources can give
rise to remote human settlements.that will create
pressures on surrounding ecosystems;
.
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Table 2, which follows, lists three types of stress
and the human activities that produce them.

l

l

land use - everything from.super-highways, to
pipelines, to cottage development, lot severantes, and’urban sprawl - can add stress to
the ecosystem;

i the time horizon of assessments
.Nevertheless, the’focus of reporting on interaction clearly should be on classifying and assess.ing human activities. And it is economics that
provides the best starting p,oint.
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,,,,,V,T,ES

TABLE 2:
‘:
.’
GROUPED TO $HOW SiRiZSSESAS PHYSICAL,
CHEMICAL, OR sl~LOGlCAL28
HUMAN ACTIVITY

INDUCED STRESS “TYPE”

:

-.

.physical restructuring

PHYSICAL

”

.land-use change

‘_

erosion and sedimentation’
discharge of heat

’

noise generation
extraction of non-renewable
resources
‘.

.CHEMICAL

discharge of chemicals
‘,

harvest of renewable resources

BIOLOGICAL ’

various forms of habitat disruption
:

.

‘accidental
nonnative

:

or planned introduction of
species-

biotechnological

;
,
..

manipulation
:

:.

..

.
_

.PGople Indicators~ ‘.
(Human

We, I-BeinIl):

Health asComplete Physic&,
Mental, and.Social W+BeTng.

- :

‘.

For two decades in Canada there ,has been an
official and determined effo.rt to expand the.idea
of health into a more holistic notion of well-being.
In 1974, the then Minister of Health, the Honour‘,able Marc Lalonde, proposed a concept of
health that linked the environment, human.biol:
ogy, lifestyle; and health care organization.2g In
1977, Canada formally committed itself to a definition put forward by the World Health Organization .(WHO)which described health as “a state of
complete ph.ysical, mental, and social well-being, and not merely the absence of disease or
Infirmity”. In 1986 the WHO, Health and Welfare
Canada, and the Canadian Public Health Association used this definition as a starting point for.
the Ottawa Charter for Hbalth Promotion.

A.n lnterdiscipliriafy
Morass . :

..

The charterdemonstrated just how wide-ranging
can be the factors’that influence health -when
health is defined as well-being. It identified
*peace; shelter, food, education, income, social

.
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..

justice, equity, maintenance of a stable ecosystern, and sustainable resource development as
prerequisites to health. -Many of these same
‘factors were ident?ied as critical components of
sustainable development by The World Conservation Union’; the World Wildlife Fund, and the
United -Nations Environmental. Program in their
.I 992 publication Caring for the.farth. 3?

:;

In its Human Development Report, 1993, .the
United Nations Development Program (UNDP)
pointed out that \nchile@ro&ess had been made
during the past three decades, “oui world is still.a world of difference.” It is important for Canadians t&be familiar with the .glob‘al context prbsented in the report because the interlocking
nature -of sustainable
deve.lopment issues
means that probJems.in one part of the world can
contribute to problems that affect everyone. For
instance, there. aye, clear links between Third
World povertjl and high population growth; de-.
forestatioh, land degradatibn,, and climate
warming. The report sayi that:
‘.
More than a b(llion of the world’s people.
still languish in absolute poverty, and the
poqrest fifth find that the -richest fifth
: .enjoy more than 150 times their income.
Women still earn only half as much as
men - and despite constituting more
than ha/f the’votes, have great difficulty
securing even a ten per ceht repre-:
sentation in parliametits3’
1

Since the inception of theIJNDP’s human development index (HDI) in. 1890, Canada has ranked
.. either first or second overall. In 1993, however,
an additional figure was publiShed. It was the’
HDI adjusted for gender disparity, and in that
rating ‘Canada fell’ from. second to e,leventh
: place. In addition a third figure, the HDI adjusted
.foi income distribution, showed that Canada
dropped from.seco?d to sixth place.
.
.

The Newfoundland LesSori
The breadth bf the disciplinary interests that
rriust be brought to bear in assessing progress
toward sustainable developmeqt is more evident in discussions of health and human devel-.
opment than in any other aspect of reportin’g.
The degree. to- which health, work, ,and play
depend on environmental integrity is direct and
powerful. No better example exists in the world
bf this set of relationships than, that provided by
the demise bf the North Atlantic cod populations
and the resulting crisis for Newfoundland fishers
and their communities. This ,is not just an, environment&l.catastrophe; it is a human calamity as
welt..
’

:

Weaving Development Around
People
The United Nations report further points out that:
Development inust be woven around
people, not people around development
and it shoulg empower individuals and
groups rather than disempower them.. .‘.
Markets need to be reformed to offer
everyone’ access to the. benefits they
c,an bring. Governance needs to be dece/ttralized to allow greater access to
decision niakin’g. And community organizations need to be alldwed to exert .
growing influence ‘on natiorial and international issues.32
.

.’

,

’

if warning signals are to be recognized in time
to prompt action before there is a crisis, reporting must cover a full range of indicators. And
hoti broad that -range is can be seen most
clearly in the area of monitoring and assessing
human well-being. In hart, it’s’clearer here because human well-being deals-with an aspect of
sustainable development that comes closest to
each and every one of us: And the lesson is
obvious: sustainable development involves link-.
.ages that reach into every corner of life - environmental, economic, cultural, social, and
politica!.
To monitor and assess the human dimension of
sustainable development,
insights must be
drawn frqm a large number of disciplines. But.
the turf of these disciplines often lies protected
by broad moats Bnd high walls founded on
lan’guage and concepts that ‘only the. initiated
can fathom. To bridge this interdisciplinary’morass is one of the core challenges. of reporting
on sustainable developn$nt.

‘.
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1 Initiatives

l

In 1993 ; the National Task Force on Health Information, a joint’ initiative of the National Health
’ Information Council (NHIC), the Conference of
Health Deputy Ministers, and the Chief Statistician, Statistics Canada, declared that the system
of “health information in Canada is in a deplorable state.“s3As a result, the NHIC, working with
Statistics Canada’s Centre for Health Information
(CCHI), is, developing a’new System of Health
Statistics for Canada. tt is a very.timely initiative,
gkh
the escalating
COStS
Of health Care,
and
. . : growing unease about potential links between
human health,’ chemical contaminants,
and
other factors contributing to ecosystem.degradation.,
CCHI is responsible for’conducting the Canada
Health Survey, the last of which occurred -in
,1978. The next is’.scheduled for 1994. Other
smaller; more specific surveys, are ‘conducted
by.Statistics Canada, primarily for Health Canada. Both Ontario (in 1990) and Quebec (in
1992). also conducted major health surveys.
Other provinces and territories are waiting for the
1994 Canada Health Survey. Health information
also is collected and disseminated. by other divisions, and arms-length affiliates, of Health Canada, and by provincial.
and munic’ipal
counterparts.

0

l

Development

.

..

Health Canada’s Steering Committee on lndicators for a Sustainable Society includes environmental, economic, equity, and health factors in
its conceptual approach;35

,I

:.I

the National Task- Force on Health’lnformationproposes a template for assembling health infor2,
mation that is based on recognizing that a, person’s health is determined in the interaction
between his or her-individual characteristics and‘
external influences that are:36
.

physio-chemic.al

l

economic,

l

socio-cultural,

l

features of the health care delivery system.

,
I

and
I

within Health Canada there is a growing emphasis on linking health and the environment, and. it
is reflected in:
the department’s 1992 report A Vit@‘Link .tlealth and the Environment in Canada; and 1

l

d .‘the pioneering work of- the Great Lakes
Health Effects program.
l

ongoing conceptual work of the Canadian In&itute for Advanced Research links the iritertiction

:

of.37

Over the past five years, a number of initiatives
have departed from the tradit/onal.approach.and
taken up the challenge of developing a more
holistic approach to health determinants.’ For
example:
l

the Healthy Communities movement has based’
much of its development of healthy community
indicators on the conceptual.work of Dr. Trevor
‘Hancock that identifies
l.
l

.

l

environmental well-being (viability),

: ‘.

-economic well-being (adequate prosperity),
and
community well-being (conviviality)

as fundamenta! factors’for maintaining sustainable, livable, and’ equitable communities;34
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l

the physical environment,

@ the level-of prosperity, and
l

the soc.ial environment,
with

_

:

..

l

genetic endowment,

l

health care,

l

disease. and

;

health and function.

-

’

‘I

It also links an individual’s response to this interaction (both in behaviour and in biological development)
with the overall
generation
of
well-being. It ‘then shows how the degree of
well-being feeds back to influence other parts of
the system;

and the Economy
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l

the Canadian Medical Associationhas
developed a model of health and sustainability which
includes environmental, economic, and health
-components;38
. .

l

the Canadian Public Health Association has estabjished a Task Force on Human and Ecosys.tern Health; and

l

theGlobal-Change.Program of the Royal Society
of Canada has established a t-lealthcommittee.
In addition to these

health-based

initiatii/es,

many other discip...tine!:
.__ are
-._ involved in defining
and understanding human -well-being. Ptiilosophy, religion, and practical (ethics layclaim to the
very foundation of the tar )ic. Psychiatry, psychology, and sociology foe:us on the individual
personality an.d the health ,of individual-famjlycommunity relationships. S;ince the‘ 1970s. and
.
in some cases e’arlier, Ian &cape architecture
and land use planning ha ve been involved -in
systematic attempts to understand individual,
household’, and community well-being in relation to physical and-social.environments. Much
of this -is captured in quality-of-life literature.
.

.

I

All nf ihe ghntie jnitinti&
.

-.

-.

.-
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_

-

.

.
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--(

and the related litera-’
-

ture, contribute insights thi at-will help in the assessment of the human ditTension of. progress
toward sustainable devell opment in Canada.
However, none hasJ vIItiI
nfforn,+
tiU a satisfactory overall
solution to the -eptlrtina- challenae:

The Bridging Power of.
Sustainable Development
More than anything else, the power of sustainable development lies in its bridging capability
.-- its. ability to. facilitate integration, synthesis,
and collaborative approaches to problem soiv,.ing:
In a similar way, state-of-environment (SOE). re.porting has been motivated by a’desire for integration and synthesis. Drawing on ecosystemic
principles, SOE reporting has taken the lead in
struggling with. the issue ‘of cumulative effects
and of identifying and assessing cause-effe.ct
relationships.when
hard evidence is scant; or
non-existent. Some of the strongest experience
in integrating human and ecosystemic issues
‘has occurred at project levels where there have
been environmental impact assessments (EIA)
that include social,i’mpact assessments.
Reporting on sustainable development should
build on this experience. But reporting on sustainable developm.ent is not SOE reporting or
environmental impact assessment extended,
just as it is not economic, health, quality-of-life,
or law reporting extended: Its power lies in .its
acknowledgement that all of these facets of
reporting, and others as well;have an important
role to .play.-The unique contribution that. report: .ing on sustainable development offers lies in the
potential it has to provide a roadmap that will link
all, these interests.
.

‘,

.

.
.-

.

.

Int&r&ir).n

and’

.-

Improving lnfhmatiofj Systems.
A bridging approach is lohg overdue. Experi- :
ence with the Great Lakes ecosystem serves to
illustrate. The first assessment of pollution problems was completed in 191.?: In the 80 years
since then; thousands of reports have been
written that deal with some aspects of that,eco- ..
system - such as the Great Lakes,economy,
human activities and how they are stressing the
ecosystem, and human health. Only three have
tried to integrate across this.spectrum of’contern.
The’ need for more integrative approaches to’
poljcy development in Canada were recognized
as early as.1948 when conservation authorities

I
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.
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.
zations, and that in rating performance, they
were established in Ontario. They were organplace a high value on implementing sustainable
ized on the basis of drainage basins and given
development prjnciples and on providing intecertain integrating responsibilities. In the 197Os,
grated monitoring, assessing, and reporting of
large ‘integrative water -basin ptanning studies
.
progress; and
came into vogue and a number were completed.
in various parts of Canada. However, the results
5. an important step for any organization is to
of this work remained distant from mainstream
charge an individual or an office with responsi.,
~.
politics.
bility for monitoring, assessing, and reporting
‘. progress toward sustainable development.
In the late 198,Os,’the political situation began to
change. The Yukon Government set a leading
. :
example of integration witti its 1988 long-term
economic strategy called YUKON 2000. The
The Seventh-Generation
ecological principles that were incorporated into
Principle
,,,
Yukon 2000 were subsequently echoed in the
_, . ,
, .
,r
,
I nrs last conctusron, It acteu upon, ~111rncorpogovernment’s 1990 Conservation Strategy. Canrate into decision-making structures the ancient
ada is not alone in its initiatives; many countries
,, aboriginal practice of investing a member of a
around the wqrld have adopted integrative
tribal council with responsibility for speaking on
.
strategies for sustainable development.
behalf of people to be born seven generations
As a reflection of the approach taken by society
hence., and calling on that person to assess what
. impact a decision would have on them.
as a whole, corporations and governments generally adopt a “react and cure” attitude that leads
to- sectoral divisions in policy making. Institutional arrangements parallel and reinforce this
compartmentalizing of responsibilities, as do the
resulting .information systems. Not surprisingly,.
these information systems tend -to focus overwhelmingly on the.immediate and do not provide
much support for integrative policy development
and decision making that deals with the very long
term in an attempt to anticipate and prevent
difficulties before crises occur.

Toward a Short List of
“.
Key lndjcatbrs

We reach the following conclusions
vations:

and obser-

I. the interpretive;anticipatory,
and long-term perspective that is demanded by the idea of sustainable development points to a need for.chan’ge in
traditional gdvernme,nt and corporate organizational structures and mandates:

:
^.^”
^.
’ present

2. only limited resources are available to reform
and build on current reporting systems;
‘3. while important gaps exist, a powerful -inoromation base is available that cannot be put to effective use because of its compartmentalized
nature;
4. it is vital that communities, corporations,’ and
,governments embed principles of sustainable
development as basic values within their organi-
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indicators

Within each indicator domain, there are indicators that are widely used:Box,2 offers a number
of examples.
These examples d.emonstrate -how w/de is the
area from which data and information need to be
drawn in order to properly assess progress toward sustainable development. Individually, any
one indicator sends an extremely limited signal

and the Economy
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:.

A PARTIAL LIST OF RUDIMENTARY
ECOSYSTEM
b temperature, (daily and trends.bver time)

l

B concentrations of contaminants in indoor
and outdoor air that are: common (C02,
NO2 ground-level- ozone, carbon monoxide); and toxic (dioxins, lead, etc.).
D concentrations of contaminants
Jmercu.ry, DDT, PCBs, etc.)

l

l

in water

.

D concentrations of contaminants i! the tissue of fish, birds, wildlife, and humaps
(tead, PCBs, DDT; etc.)
_.
l

.

..

acid deposition

l

loss of wildlife habitat

l

the state of biodiversity:

l

II
l

the.totals ior regions and the nation

propprtiqn of materials .recycled
renewable resburce harvest rates

l

non-renewable

resource extraction rates

l

decjree of compliance with laws and regt
latio;is
.

Ill PEOPLE.
infant, mortality rates
l

sp&cies.(diversity
tinct species)

species health (births, survival rates, deformities, leaf or needle loss, etc.)
population shifts of wildlife (eagles, daribou,:
counts of migrating salmon in the Fraser
River, etc.)

INTfiRACTlON
:
contrjbution to well-being, by activity (valueadded by: agriculturf$ manufacturing, financial services,. housework, etc.)
._

l

resource use (per unit oflime, or per &it of
output)

l

generation of contaminant emissions:
l

l

in the number of.dis-

.

.

- loadings to air, surface water, gr&idwE
teri or l.and by activity (by automobile:
pu-I@and paper manufacturing, energ
production., etc.), and

l

s genetic (diversity within species) _’ and

l

INDICATORS

rates of soil erosioi

l

l

‘,

.

l

.

literacy rates
‘life expectancy at birth.’
incidence of disease
employment and unemployment rates

l

income leveis

l

degree of pride in community and culture

l

corporate bankruptcies

l

lev6l of indebtedness ‘(individual, comma
nity, and nation)

l

obesity (ad&s)

.e

malnutrition
(children)
:

i

caloric intake, and the proportion of it a
quired from local, Canadian, and forei<
foods
.i

heat and waste products p&r capita, or
per unit of production
.

-.

.’
.
.

,
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to decision makers. However together, they form
a useful “family” that can offer an overall sense
of movement - one way or the other - even
though the trends of ind.ividual indicators may be
contradictory.. In time, and as we gain experience in synthesizing the broad picture, a refined
“family” of sustainable development indicators
will emerge.
The indicators listed in Box 2 (and many others
not listed) h.ave gained prominence because
they are useful within one field or another. Normally, they developed in isolation from disciplines in another field, and without any
overarching link. In addition, how they are applied, or whether they are applied at all, depends
on who is doing the applying -a national organization, a regional;a corporate, a community, a’
household, or simply an individual.
..

Future Indicators
A significant
step toward’ development
of
transdisciplinary indicators was taken in 1989
when the OECD was requested by the G-7 Summit,
,. .within the context of its work on integrating environment and economic decision making, to examine how selected
environmental indicators could be developed.3g
Inresponse, Environment Canada quickly established an Indicators Task Force to lead Canadian’
efforts4’ And Health and Welfare followed by.

co-ordinating the creation of a Steering Committee on Indicators .for Sustainabfe Development.41 The. Canadian Environmental’ Advisory
Council commissioned -several undertakings
and brought Canadian,experts together to brainstorm on the subject of “indicators of ecologically
sustainable development.l’42 It also was at this
time that the National Round Table began work
on defining indicators for monitoring sustainable
energy production and use.43 .

In the Meantime . . ., Patience
To achieve the kind of integrative and anticipatory reporting system that is required for sustainable development, it is essential to embrace a
new, broader perspective that goes beyond environmental, economic, social, and cultural indicaters. That perspective is found in the concept
of sustainable development.
It is important to support ongoing work on new
indicators in various fields. But it is even more
important to encourage work that links these
fields together. Finding out how to link these
fields, ident.ifying new and pertinent indicators,
and - especially - establishing indicators that
are integrated, transdisciplinary,
and anticipa-tory . . . that is going to take. time.
In the end, with patience, dedication, and a good
deal of interdisciplinary co-operation, we may
very well be able to identify a small.list of key
indicators of Isustainability.

:
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DECISION MAK E’R
me and my household? How do they compare
with those of others? .

mawiauaw ant
44
li-----L-IA,
nousenolas

l

What stress (physical, chemical, or biologjcal)
do my activites, and those of my household,
‘create -for instance, by our eating, recreation,
travelling, buying patterns, etc.? What benefits
do we receive? How do our experiences compare with those of others?

*-What activities .in my workplace, ‘.neighbourhood, and community enhance or detract from
the well-being of people and of. ecosystems?
How do these activities compare to what others
-..- -I-:--r)
:

VL..l

tn

I UYl”ll”l”,

the

“I

I”

1991

census,

there

were

n Canada in just over
IvIuQ. , , ,,uu,yuu*l ters were urt quarter were.rural.

6 What higher goals might we achieve, and how
does my track record, and that of my household,
measure up to those goals? What could we be
doing that would improve our performance, and
what impact would it have? What would be the
,difference if people and.households undertook
‘collective action?

Every day, in meeting basic needs and striving
for. an enhanced quality. of life, individuals and
families make decisions. They are the funda..
- Inadian socimental decrsron-malilng units ot’ c;:
ety.
-

_.

m.

What Information and Data are
Available?
’
With the exception of energy-use statistics from
utilities,, the vast majority of individuals and :
households do not get, and are not encouraged
to generate, the kind of information that will
answer the above questions i.n any systematic
way. Computerized home audit programs are
available, but they are not widely used. Consumer product information is available in popular literature and through programs such as the
federal Environmental Choice Program, but .it
offers far from enough: And information pro-

.

Reporting Neeas o f Individuals
,and-Households
Ii ic nractical information and data that people
I !\J”U. “d, the following questions ‘should be
addressed:
l

.I

-.

Canada’s People
At-rnrriinn

:

in tcvtin nf hl rman well-being and the well-being
ecosy+mc ,&“II I”, hc
I Iow does my home rate? And.
my neigt lbourhood, workplace, and communit-y? What impact do their conditions have on

of

‘,

:
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FIGURE 1
POPULATl.O’N AND HOUSEHOLDS BY PROVINCE AND TERRITORY

,
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PROVINCES @D TERRITORIES
The “urban” component includes all those living in a continuously built-up area having
a population of at least 1,000 living in a density of 400 or more per square kilometre.
All others are conGdered ‘rural”.
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vided by manufacturers
consumers.

is mistrusted by most
i

’ Households and the Envirbhment Survey was‘
completed in 1991 .46
The National Round Table is,aware of the large
number of competing demands that the Chief
Statistician must weigh iti establishing priorjties.
Nevertheless, it wishes to emphasize how urgently ind,ividuals and households need data
and information to chart a path toward sustain-.
able -developmerit .and to measure their. progress.

In 1991 j Statistics Canada completed a survey
of Households and the Environment.45 However, it was a once-only undertaking and there
is no furid.ing to repeat the:survey at regu’lar
intervals. Provincial surveys, and.the occasional
large municipal survey, are completed sporadica.lly. And’ municipal,
provincial, atid federal
co-ordination in surveying is limited.
Until ,recently, sharing health records with patients was discouraged. Moreover, .systematic
collection and ana!ysis of: health statistics has
been irregular. The good news, howeyet-, is that
the situation will improve significantly with the
development at the federal level of the new
’ System of Health Statistics.

a.

Diiscuss.ionand ’
..Recommendations,
The most significant, and yet the least realized
aspect of the entire issue of reporting on sustainable development, may be the challenge of
providing individuals and households with information. They need to know ?ot only specific
information about consumer purchases, .but
also, -in a much broader ‘context, about lifestyle
choices.
Because of their -importance as decision makers; the National Round Table has joined with
. ParticipACTION, to develop a:program ta encourage them to become more knowledgeable
about sustainable development and how they
cari promote it. ‘However, success in motivating people will ,be
extremely limited if appropriate mechanisms are
not put in place to gather key statistical data and.
information, and to gather it in a rigorous and
ongoing way. Baseline information as well as
trends over time’ are required. Given the cost,
co-ordination, and expertise involved, it is essential that the federal government take a leading role; preferably through- Statistics Canada’
Which already has fhe, capability to do it.
The most effective appyoach,may be to modify
existing reporting functions, such as that used
for the Labour Force Survey. That is how the

32
:

systematically gather and peribdically report data and information concerning .individuals and households that is related to the.
state and progress of sustainable development; and, to that end,

.

6. join with the National Round Table and
participACTlON in their social inarketing in*
‘itiative to jointly:
* design, develop- and launch a national
sustainable development home survey
and report-back program; and
.

6 motivate people to pa&ipate.
The.program will provide an opportunity for Statistics -Canada to develop and implement .an.
ongoing, in.dividual ,and household- database
with information from all parts of Canada. It
should aim at enabling individuals and hduseholds tp monitor, assess, and report their activiti& and td compare them to local, regional,
provi?cial, and ‘natipnal averages.
Consumer buying habits that are sensitive10 sustainable development concerns are essential to
any progress. Consequently, Environment Cariada has established a project in which manufacturers voluntarily
participate,
called the
Environmental Choice Program. Individua! products are assessed avd, if certain environmental
standards are met, they are awarded recognition
and the right to carry an Environmental Choice
thesuccessful prod.
logo. Information clescribing
ucts and ‘the relesvant standards is also made
availabletoconsu mers ,
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The National Round Table is concerned that the
single-migistry focus ofsthis program has limited
‘its effectiveness. Within the federal government,
consumer-related respon$bilities ar,e shared .at the very least by Environment Canada and by
Industry Cariada. If there were a similar ,sharing
of responsibility for the Environmental. Choice
Program, the program could draw upqn more
extensive expertise and enjoy a wider base of
support.

‘0 this responsibility includes respect for the differe&es among these members.48
By this.definition, a community could be based
on ethnicity, gender,’ religion, geography, politics, or interest.
Iti gathering statistics on commtinities, however,
data and information is not sought adcording to
.the above characteristics of a community. Instead, they usually are collected in relation to the
existence of a local government atid these governments may, or may not, reflect the sense of
community as defined here. Nevertheless, there
is a significant shift occurring in the.Canadian
mosaic a&more and more jur%dictions assume
greater responsibilify for their own futuies. One
iesult is a strengthening of a sense of community
as defined above.

Beas*-

iQE RECOMMEND THAT THE GOVERN..
MENT OF CANADA:
restructure-the environmental choice program to
be a joint r&ponsib(lity of Envirdnn@nt Canada
and lndus(ry Canada.
In
II I follow
IuIIuvv up,.every
up,. wtzy
elluf 1 should
effort
YIluul
be made to
expand the program to cover a broader
bl
range of
products and to upgrade-program
upgrade-progra
marketing to
ensure more effec”.
effective.- outreach.
-. .I-- - -L

Where there is an urban area with a core population of at least 10,000 Census Canada identi-.
fies it as a C@susAgg/omeration (CA). Adjacent
urban and rural areas, which have a high degree
of economic and social integration with the core,
are included within the CA. Wheri the core
reaches a population ‘of 100,000, the area is
designated a Census Metropolitan Area (CM,+).
Statistics Canada also establishes as Urban ‘Areas those locations which have a population of
at least 1,000 and a density of 400 per square
kilometr&

Communities, 47

What is’& Community?

‘.

,:

A group of people can be called a community if:
l

.

The fundamental reportirig unit within Statistics
Canada is the Census Subdivision’,which is usually a municipality or its equivalent, such 2s an
Indian reserve, an Indian settlement, pr an unorganized territory.

me’mbership in the group ‘contributes’ to selfidentification;

@ there is extensive participation by its inembers
in the dedisions by which its life is governed;
.@the group as a whole takes responsibility
:.
members; and

National Round Table on the Envirdnment

for its

Provinces differ in how they identify communities. Their definitions are presented in a variety
of statutes in which. “communities” can include
cities, municipalities, towns, villages, hamlets;
and Indian reserves. And they may., or may not,
conform w.ith the statistical units established by
Statistics Cavada. Where they do not conform,
usually it is po.ssible to approximate the “community” area by grouping tog.ether enough of Statistics Canada’s Census Subdivisions. However,
Statistics ‘Canada surveys usually are motivated
by .n$ional data needs and, with the exception
bf work aimed at tracking conditions
.

and the Economy
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TABLE i:
DEFINED BY STATISTICS

COMMUNITIES
Regioti

.’

Census Subdivision.

CAs

CMAs
-.

Urban Areas

6,006

115

25

893

1,637

‘. .28:

6*

8*

2’

.69*

l-O*

246*

2

92

2

99*

1

42
.42:

Canada
JB.
SK

953 .

ON

951,

BC.

691

AB

CANADA

.

.
,.
1

438

32*.

.’

22
9*

’
.4

NF

404

.MB

.293

.4*

1

N.B.

287

5”

1

P..E..I.’

126

2

0.

N.S.

118.

4

. . 72

s.

0

36

1,

0

N.W.T.

,’

YK

. .

.222*

,

‘.

36*
7.

1

38
+.

4
1

..

.’
* communities crossi,ng provincial bpundaries are counted in both’provinces
SOURCE: Statistics Canada

.
‘.
:

I

.
..
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TABLE 4:
TO PROVINCES AND TEkRlTORlE$

CoiVlMUNlTlES iCCORliNG

COMMUillTlES

Region

‘

Number

Qi
ON-

:

-

’

Type

1,477

municipalities (cities; towns, vjllages, townships an
parishes, and counties)

951

Statistics Canada Census Subdivisions (metropol
tan government, regional/ district govemments, ci
ies, towns, villages, counties, and townships)

SK

943’

NF

705.

310 incorporated (cities and towns) 396 unincorpc
rated (local. government communities and local irr
provement districts)

293

Statistics Canada Census Subdivisions
towns, villages, rural municipalities)

325

16 cities, 109 towns, 122 villages, 4 summer villages
30 counties;22 .municipal districts, 19 improvemer
districts, and.3 special areas

MB

-.

.

AB

13 cities, 146 towns, 376 villages, 290 rural munic
palities, 105 Indian reserves, 13 northern hamlets

:

’
B.C.

150

municipalities (regional districts, cities, towns, vii
lages, municipal districts)

N.B.

117

6 cities, 27 towns, 84 villages (parishes and lndiar
reserves excluded)

P.E.I.

89

N.S.

66

municipalities (3 cities, 39 towns, and 24 rural mu
nicipalities [including villages and service areas
organized as 12 counties and 12 districts)
;

N.W.T.

65

1 city, 5 towns, 1 village, .36 hamlets, and. 23 unin
corporated communities

YK

:

(cities

-

SOURCE:

,l city, 8 towns, 80 municipalities

.

20

..

.

1 city, 3 towns, 4, villages, and 14 unincorporatec
.-communities

Provincial and Territorial government officials, and Higgins, 1986
,.
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I.
.‘in large urban areas, analyiing the data is rarely
useful for community purposes.
..

Reporting Weeds bf
Comniunities
.’

It is lack of access to data and information, not
lack of’the data and information itself, that is
seen as the greatest limitation. Municipal planning offices already use a lot of census data.
-Nevertheless, there are serious failures to meet
the reporting needs in each of the three categories mentioned above. For instance, there is a
lack of:

.’

Community decision makers should have access to data anb information that:
points to the integrity, or well-being, of the.ecosystem with which the community interacts and
how it compares to ecosystem conditions elsewhere;4g
-.

l

l

0

:

9 neighbourhood-level
general;

outlines:
0

l

activities undertaken within the community,
how they provide for basic needs and enhance the quality of I’ife, and how t,hey stress
,
or restore’ the eco.system;
’
activities undertaken outside the community
and how they add to the stress, or aid the
restoration, of the ecosyste.m,

‘measures the well-being of community members’and the community as a whole, and com‘, pares the measurements to those in other
communities across the country.

l

.

data and information ‘in

0. information on the local level’of health,well-being, and quality of life;

.

‘* economic data and information collected and
presented to conform with the needs of local
governments;50
l

how ill this compares to what is happening
in other communities, and

~0 how successful the community has been in
meeting goals and objectives that. have
been set in policies, regulations and legislation;

I

*hat Information and Data are
,Availab!e?

l

comprehensive energy-use statistics collected
and presented’to,conform with the needs of local
.jurisdictions (electricity and gas statistics from
utilities are available, but data on other forms of.
energy, including liquid fuels and wood, are
lacking);
other resource-use statistics:

.- data and information describing stress imposed
on ecosystems’.(cbemical, physical, and biological) that, together with resource-use statistics,
would allow assessment of the demands that a
com.munity places on its surrouhding environrnent$j’

.‘.

I
Once data and information is compiled on indi0 data and information describing comptiance
vidl-ral communities, one of the great spinoff
with exist,ing laws and regulations; and
advantages will be that it can become available
to any other community that wants to measure
.l data and information describing ecosystem
its performance against that of others. However, . ’ conditions (for example, street air quality, diversity, and the state of living things).
being available is different from being accessible. There is now, and there will increasingly be
_’
in the future, a need, for efficient access to inforThis list of.shortcomings was identified in dismation about what is happening in other corncussions with local government experts across
munit.ies across Canada - describing their
Canada. ft would take a vast effort, well beyond
policies and programs (intentions and actions)
current means, ‘to address them. There is a
relating to sustainable development. To this
strong feeling,however,-that
there could be a
end, a national clearinghouse of information
significant improvement if fragmented informa‘should be established.
tion resources were co-ordinated.
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l

about 1.40,OOOnot-forlpiofit voluntary organizations, churches, and trusts-of which half qualify
for tax-exempt, charitable status:

.:
l

about 18,000 professional associations;

l

about 7,000 co-operatives, of which 4,096 are
nonfinancial co-operatives,54 2,807. are credit
unions and caisse populaires,55 and 11 are
insurance co-operatives;56

l

.

Their motivation hasstemmed from an expanding environmental and ethical awareness, and
‘by rising environmental.standaids
in, society at
large. Moreover, they have come to recognize
that economic .benefits go hand-in-hand with
environmental improvements, especially in the
longer term and in the international competitivearena.
Corporate sustainable
ranges:

1,227 hospitals;57

from >>’

6 945 unions; and
l

249 universities; colleges, and,community
leges.

COI-

through >>
to >>.

Strictly speaking, government also functions as.
a “corporate entity”. However, because of its
special status as society’s rule maker, it is con., sidered-separately.
‘In this report, we examine only the first category
of decision makers - for-profit corporations,

The Evolution of Corporate
.Reporting
‘. ..
.

..

For the most part, corporate reporting’ is aimed
at shareholders and investors, senior management, boards of directors, employees, and cus-.
tamers, and’ concentrates -on reporting, the
finalicia state of the company and on employee
. . safety. Much of the financial reporting is required by law.
Responding

to the concept of sustainable deSOf’Yl& leading members Of
the corporate world are expandjng their reporting scope - and.generally, they are doing so in
two ways. In the first pjace, they are expanding
the list of stakeholders targeted to receive their
reports to include host communities. And secondly, they have broadened the value base that
drives the reporting process to, include ethical
and environmenta! concerns. Their reports have
been deafing with social, environmental, ethical,.
and procurement issues in addition to financial
reporting.

VelOpmWlt,

however,

.-..

development

reporting

the creation’of environmental
mission statements or codes of
practice,

I

elaborate performance or
compliance monitoring,
anticipatory assessments of the
environmental and social
implications of activities,
products, and services.

Ideally, reporting on any level is part of an overall ”
corporate strategy for sustainability. Given the
variety of corporate goals and objectives, there
never will be one uniform way to moni,tor ‘and
assess corporate. progress toward sustainable
.
development.
There- have been a number of agencies that
have been instrumentaLin guiding companies.’
-For example, the lnternational Institute for Sus-tainable Development in Winnipeg has spearheaded both development and synthesis of a
variety of new ideas related to corporate environmentafreporting.5s The Canadian Institute of
.Chartered Accountants .continues to explore
whether “environmental auditing”can be formalized in a set of rules analogous to those governing

financial

auditing.sgAnd

EthicScan

Canada

has pioneered.work on assessing and reporting
corporate ethical performance.

What Information and Data are.
Available?
Very few corporations in Canada have reporting
procedures ‘that go b.eyond a traditional prototype. We base that statement on research commissioned by the National-Round Table’s Task

_’
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‘Force on Reporting.“”
that among:
large’ corporations

The research showed

(more than 200, employ-

).

eei)
0

in the order of one per cent routinely monitor
and assess some aspect of progress on
sustainable development practices;

k

fewer than 6ne. per cent are ‘comniitted to
releasing an-annual environmental report for’
‘external consumption;
.
1

l

about seven per c,ent report environmental
issues to their b,oards on’ a regular basis;

:

medium-sized
corporati’ons (100-200 employees in the manufacturirig sector, 50-200
otherwise)
i

Ies:s that me-tenth nf‘nne ndr cent rm~tindv
.---

..I-.

-..1

.-.

report.progress

.

.

.

-.

-.

.-

r-.

--.

.,-

---”

small businesses and self-einployed
duals
:
l

‘--‘I

on sustainable practiqes
indivi-

it is a rare excepti‘on that any monitoring and
assessing related to sustainable developtient practices occurs at all16’
.

We con&de

that:

in spite of dOcumented evidence to the contrary, 1
the vast majority of firms believe that there are
prejudicial aspects to reporting publicly on sus. tainable development that outweigh potential
benefits:

l

l

few corporations have procedures in place to
m&e:+.-.”aiiu,.“.A Pbbtab
,.A,.__.. CL‘m-rr,.+ t?f their’ operallIuIlllul
LIIG
llilpl:‘c;L
A:---Al-I--‘e:..!---I_:l---__
WIS UII trot: remwrrly elwrulurwd
at any ofthe
l,..nml
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Leading Edge; Couch Potato, or
Hostile Avoider .- Disclosure
-Varies Among Larlje
Corporations
Large .Canadian corpol’ations generally display
sne of five levels of comniitment to disclosing
theirrecoid on sustainable d&e16pment:62
.LEVEL 1’
LEADING. EDGE - 1% .OF.TOTAL
Early adapters or self-styled leadership companies and sectors-that have reported at le’ast once
and are committed to’ dding so on a regul.ar
basis, typically annually;
LEVEL2
VANGUARD-OF ?HE REARGUARD 2% OFTOTAL
Cautious innovators,that are. preparing to under:
take some aspects of state-of-environn]le,nt reporting, parts of which may be maae PUDIIC;
LEVEL 3
CORPORATE COUCH POTATOES 7%. OF TOTAL
Slow ,adapter compavies that don’t report, except, perhaps, to an internal audience, yet are
watching the tiompetition to see”what transpires
with,Ihose that tire trying to-report;
LEVEL4
REARGUARD Oi THE’REARGUARD 60% OFTOTAL
Companies that are aware of reporting but, when
asked, identify a myriad of reasons why it isn’t
practical, or possible, or in their b&t interests to
report;
LEVEL5
.’ ’
HOSTILE AVOIDERS - 30 % OF TOTAL
Companies that are active resist&s and oppose
the very idea of reporting anything at all. .

uu,

still fewer publish their.fin.dings; and
0. few corporations have procedures in place to
monitor, assess, and report publicly on the overall contribution they make to the well-being of the
local, regional, and national communities.

I ‘.‘..
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Discwsioh and
Recommendations,
Some Canadian corporations areexcellent models of .“l’eading edge” behaviour - which is
heartening, given the growing evidence that so

the Ecqnomy
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.

:

It will.come with implementation of the National
-Pollutant Release fnventory (NPRI) that is proposed under section 16.of the Canadian Bnvi- .
ronment.al Protection
Act. The NPRI is a
significant initiative, even though, within the con’ text of everything that Environment Canada is
doing, -it does not represent a major undertaking.

many of bur international trading competitors
are striving to apply the highest possible environmental and social standards,-instead of the
~ lowest possible-, to such matters as waste and
emissions; packaging, efficiency of resource
use,.auditing, and other areas of business
’

.

To protect and improve Canada’s competitive
position, it is essential that corporate consumer
regulation, :and industry sustainable development standards - and especially reporting
standards - be set to compare favourably to
the highest in the world.
*h--*--M

Environment Canada is still working on detailsof
the NPRI, and while it ,is doing so, Statistics
Canada is developing a Waste and‘ Pollutant
Output Satellite Account as part of its work on
modifying the System of National Accovnts. The
National Round Table .is concerned that the
experience and expertise of both Environment
Canada- and Statistics Canada are not being
co-ordinated in the best possible way. The result
could well be duplication and, at worst, confusion in data gathering, as well as irritation on the
part of companies faced with replying to yet
more requests for information.
:
*.
-**,+a
a%wmmmes-*F

,wwmama~~~w-

WE RECOMMEND THAT THE GOVERNMENTOFCANADA:
make a commitment to,.having corporafe and
cofisumer standards set, in particular for reporting, that will. compare favourably to the highest
in the world.
Over all, we conclude that significant gaps exist
between what ideally should be reported, what
currently is practical, and what actually is being
.reported. Closing these gaps will take time. Inthe meantime, corporate sustainable development reporting should be nurtured but not regulated; encouraged
but not standardized;.
reinforced but, not necessarily legislated.
“s_B

WE RECOMMEND THAT THE GOVERNMENTOFCANADA:’
make Statistics Canada joint/G responsible’with
‘Environment ,Canada for d@lopment
and implementation of the National Pollutant Release
inventory. :

Corporations need to compare their actions with
those of others - just as other decision makers
do - and when they want to co:mpare financial
pePformance, there is plenty of information avail-

gather data and InformatIon.
~~~~*aaa~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~*~~~~*~~=,~~;r,-q
j(I_~~
.’
‘._
Up to this point, our examination of corporate
decision-makers has been focused exclusively
on.for-profit corporations. When it’comes to their
not-for:profit
cousins, the p.icture is much
bleaker. Although we did not conduct~extensive
research, every indication points to most of them
as lagging far behind for-profit corporations in.
their commitment to sustainable development
reporting and practice.

,

There is, however, a special opportunity to de..
With two exceptions, we are unaware of any
velop a source of comparative and cumulative
information,.as well as to eliminate duplication of 1 voluntary association, union, university., or ‘college that has implemented an ongoing sustainreporting at community, corporate, regional;
able development reporting process (internal or
provincial,,and national levels.
.
.
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”

Management.of the program should’be aimed
at collecting accurate and timely datathatkeeps
to a minimum duplication with other,efforts to

’

able. But, if they want to see how they compare
. in promoting sustainable development, except
in a few cases the broader comparative data
and information that they need are not available.’
The exceptions are in those businesses where
there are industry’association programs such as
the National Emission Reduction Master Plan, a:
voluntary ‘program of the Canadian Chemical
Producers Association.

,
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external) for itself as a corporate entity. The two
exceptions are documented in a report on the
initiatives of the Alberta.lnstituteof Technology,63
and in the statement of sustainable development
aspects of internal ,operations contained in the
1992-93 annual report of the International Institute for. Sustainable Development.
mxnrw-4em
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WE RECOMMEND THAT THE’GO’VERNMENTOF CANADA:

.

take the necessary steps to encourage all corpora te entities (including for-profit businesses,
nof-for-profit voluntary organizations, professiona/aFsociations, co-operatives, hospitals, unions, universities, colleges, and community
coileges) to:
a.

develop sustainable development
codes of
.
practice; and

6. implement practical reporting systems to facilitate. monitoring and: assessmerit of pro-

The Dual Role of Government
When it comes ‘to reporting, the federal government has a dual role. One is to focus on the,
country; the pther is to focus on itself.
In its first role, the government is responsible for
establishing
reporting procedures that allow
monitoring and assessment of the activities and
well-being of Canada’s people and ecosystem.
This serves its citizens ,and addresses the decision-making needs of Parliament,

1
.’

In its other role, the government reports to the
electorate on its performance as a corporate
.entity. As with any corporation., the government
employs people, provides services, stresses the
ecosystem - for Instance by contaminating air,
water, and land, and by using resources - and
can take action to reduce stress on the ecosystern that is caused both by it and by others. In
this second role? the government is in a special,.
and too rarely exercised position of potentjal
leadership among all decision makers.

.:

‘The Size of Goyern’ment in
Canada

The Federal
..
.Governmetit 64

... ,’

Statistics Canada listed 97 federal government
departments in fiscal 1992-93, and the 1991
census counted 443,500 employees.65 Statistics Canada also identified 265 provincial and
territorial departments and age@& employing
311,560 people, and 7524 local governments
employing 354,130 people. In total, government
employees made up 7.5 per cent of Canada’s
labour force.
.
The federal government is the largest commercial property holder in Canada, owning or lea.sing 25 million square metres of office space. The’
federal inventory of buildings and facilities lists’
more than 50,000 items including office buildings, laboratories, parks, and military bases.

.s
_

Federal Assets and Purchases:
What Data and lnforination are
.-Available?.
’
Parliament is responsible for holding the executive branch (the federal government as run .by.a

‘7
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political party) accountable for its actions. Control of expenditures and management practices
is achieved under a three-part process that includes:
l

the budget;

l

main and supplementary

l

the Public Accounts of ‘Canada which are published ,annually and are examined and signed
by the Auditor General - and often carry his
critical comments.

to consolidate this record across the federal.
government.. Furthermore,’ all capital goods are
written off on purchase (as an operating expense) and there is no tracking of depreciated
value over. time as there is in private indu,stry’.

.

The Auditor General has voiced his concern
over these practices and, as a resuit., the Office
of the Comptroller General is exa’mining how to
introduce capital depreciation and valuation into
federal management practices. However, .no
changes are expected for two years.

estimates; and

The progress ‘of financial transactions is reported at each stage. However, tracking them
through each stage is another matter. Often it is
aformidable task that can daunt even the experienced..

l

track the inventory and value of real property
and other capital assets in any comprehensive
way; and
.’
:

l

provide a consolidated inventory of real property’ and .other capital assets which -have no
assignable value.

Tracking and valuing real property and capital
assets poses’additional difficulties.@
‘The Treasury Board Secretariat maintains a Di-.
rectory, of Federal Real Properties which it is
computerizing under ‘its Area Screening Canada (ASC) program. When completed i,n 1993- 1
94, there will. be a computerized inventory,
‘based on 45 geographic areas, of.every property the government rents or owns.

;’

’

..

Federal Assets and.Ptirchase+:
Discussion and
Reconimendation
,

,

Shortcoming&n the federal system of cataloguing and tracking the value of government assets
introduces at-limit to institutional memory. They
stand as an impediment to monitoringthe record
of the government over the long term. And they
impede the government’s ability to assess sustainability:
.

.For some assets, such as warships,, the parliament- buildings, crown wilderness lands, and
. forests, no. evaluation procedures have been’
- established. And where there are government
properties with identifiable market values, no
attempt is made to. track changes in what they
are worth as markets themselves change, Most
real property is managed by the Department of
Public Works and Government Services. fvlanagement of the remainder is assigned’according to program. responsibilities
to various
departments and agencies, such as Agriculture
and Agrifood Canada, the RCMP, the Departmerit of National Defence, Correctional Services, the Department of Foreign Affairs and
Transport Canada.

-

.

Because of current practices, the federal government -cannot:

.

.

i

from a financial perspective; or
,‘,
l by completing a full-analysis of the %ate” of its
assets from an environmental perspective; or
l

l

by completing a fLIII ~nal\rcic.nf
assets, and the w:
imposing on the e cosystem.

tha

etrnsc

that

itr

.

‘. The federal financial management and reporting
system is complex,. and the way in which it is
reported is far from user-friendly. In fact, the
form and complexity of the reporting process is
a significant barrier to a greater understanding
of g.overnment in this country.

Although each department is responsible for
maintaining an inventory of all its other capital
assets - such as laboratories, libraries, licences to technology,.vehicles,
royafty rights,
desks, and computers-there
is no mechanism
.
‘.

.+2
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1
b. provides the Cabinet, ‘Parliament, and the
public with a three to five-year perspective
ofgovernmen t piocuiement plans; and

The reporting system should be much more
transparent than it is, and it should engender a
much greater sense of value than it does.

c.

includes a reporting s$stem that effectively
compares actions with intentions..
_~~amx~,e
,vi
-a*l

We are aware that a’number of. departmental.
initiatives have been taken’to encourage “environmentally-smart” activities - in particular‘the.
‘. 3 Rs: reduce, reuse, and recycle. In addition, the
Speaker has undertaken initiatives tocmake Parliament itself function in a more environmentally
sensitive way., And the Office of Environmental
Stewardship is examining federal .procurement
to see how environmental criteria can be applied
‘to purchases.67
:

The’ jmpact of Federal Actions:
What Data and lriformatidn are
Available?,
We are unaware of any departmental or overall
government attempt .to.develop and implement
a long-term reporting system for sustainable development similar to what is emerging in the
for-profit corporate world.

However,. cross-governmental strategic action
has not occurred, even though it has been recommended. In the late 198Os, as a result’of
.recommendations from the Nielsen Task Force,
the federal government committed itself to developing the “Canadian’Annual Procurement Strategy” (CAPS). The strategy was aimed.at a better
integrating of socioeconomic and environmental
priorities into Cabinet and departmental. purchasing decisions. It also was intended to give
business and the general public a clearer picture
of government ‘purchasing priorities. Unfortunately, the main purchasing departments - the,
Departments of ‘National ..Defence, Transport,
and Public Works and’Government Services had operational needs that were n.ot met by
CAPS and-the strategy is now dormant.
.
A less ambitious “Short Range Planning System”
has been developed to encourage interdepartmental liaison on procurement, and it is subjecting major procurement initiatives to standard
environmental‘ assessment practices. However,
no governmentzwide procurement policy and
tracking system such as CAPS is contemplated
and it is important that there should be one.

WE RECOh+fMEND TkiAT TREASURY
BOARD:
re-assign priority to &forts that ,wil/ l&ad to the
development and implementation of a government-wide procurement strategy and related
tracking system that:
a.

reflects the prjnci@es of sustainable development;

National Round Tab/e on the Environment

Development

Estimates complied in the mid-1980s by the Major Surveys Team of the Nielsen Task Force,
indicated that the federal government spends
three-quarters of-a billion dollars annually, and
employs more than 10,000 people; in collecting
basic information about Canada, its people, its
economy, and the ecosystem., The provinces
spend a further $125 to $150 million a year.
It was clear then, as it is today, that there are
great variatjons in the. p.riorities and approaches
that are’adopted in collecting and analyzing data .,
and information. They depend on whether the
fo,cus is on activities and well-being of people,
economic trends, natural resources, specific industries, or the state.of the ecosystem. The,result
is a highly fragmented federal informationsys:
tern that provides inadequate support for the
new. agenda implicit in sustainable develop- ’
ment.
Nevertheless, there are initiatives being taken
within the federal system that are showing great
progress, even, though they are not fully inte.grated. Of’particular note are:
l

advances reflected in the 7991 State of Canada’s Environment,.. published by Environment
Canada, and in Human Activity and the Environ.ment, published by Statistics Canada;

l

progress made by Environment Canada in integrating economic and environmental concerns.
in the development of.a national set of environ- 1
mental indicators;
.
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l

lations. It also committed. ttself’ to proposing
modifications wherever necessary: The initial
.phase of this review was scheduled’ to take.
place between 1991 and 1996. It has stalled.

the ongoing growth and development of .canada’s system of monitoring ecosystem conditions, including, identification of a key list of
environmental.
indicators,. which has been
spearheaded by Environment Canada’s State,of-Einvironment Reporting Service - which, in
turn, has enjoyed the co-operation of Statistics
Canada and‘a variety of other federal and provincial departments;

l

Forestry Canada’s Annua/.ffeviewregarding
the
state of Canada’s forests which is presented to
Parliament - however, the last review pu,blished was for 1-991;

l

ongoing modifications to the System.of National
Accounts undertaken by Statistics Cahada, in
co-operation with the United Nations, OECD,
and others.which will allow environmental con- ’
terns to be dealt with more effectively;

ongoing efforts by Statistics Canada to identify
. and compile a variety of social indicators
through /ts General Social Surveys;

No one federal department has been.‘given the
: ,responsibility of. regularly reviewing international, national, and provincial legislation and
regulations as they relate to sustainable development. The goal of such reviews should be to
assess and report on how they impact upon
Canada’s trade position; what implications they
carry with reep-ect to overall prosperity, and how
they affect the integrity of the ecosystem both
,.
..
within Canada-and beyond.

.’

.’

The lack of a system for reporting on its own
performance in advancing sustainable development represents a serious inadequacy in federal
management. On the other hand, if the federal
government were to implement such a system,
it would provide a major opportunity to demonstrate commitment to the idea of sustainable
development and to- offer leadership in Canada
through example.

.

.@ the evolution of a new system of health information in a co-operative venture of Statistics Canada and the National Health Information Council
which is taking placewithin thecanadian Centre
for Health Information, located within.Statistics
Canada;

:

An essential step is to establjsh an‘ office invested. with reporting
responsibilities. To be
effective, it will have to function’independently,
link with all parts of the federal system, and be ’
able to work successfully with each of them. It
cannot, therefore, be assigned to an existing
,department such as Environment Canada, Industry Canada, or ,Revenue Canada. :

* Health Canada’s’increasing efforts-to assess the
link between human health and environmental
coridition.s.68
.

.’

;

The Impact of Federal Actions:
1.
Discussions and
_ Recominkndations

l

’

. .

On a global scale, Canada is part of a’wortd
community in which. international agreements
are of growing importance:They cover a broad
We have identified five alternative approaches
range of topics, including trade and regulation
that .have been used to deal with policy issues
of certain activities such as fishing and whaling. :
that cut across all departments. The approach
Moreover, at .home, there is a great deal of
to be used will require careful consideration and
provincial and federal legislation that has imptithe National Round Table is continuing. its oxcations for Canada’s international coinpetitiv.e
amination ofthe various advantages and disad_
-position.
. vantages..
With publication of Canada’s Green -Plan, the
federal government committed itself to undertaking a comprehensive review of the environmental impacts that flow. from _implementing
existing.statutes, policies, programs, .and regu.
1
..
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Hrstorically,
cross-departmental
been achieved by:
l

integration has

informal strategic alliances;
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b.

0 interdepartmental
memorandums
of understanding (for instance, between -Environment
Canada and Statistics Canada or between Environment Canada and Industry Canada);.

Exactly what.shape this. office should take, and
where it should be located -within,
or at arm’s
length, to the, federal govern’ment - requires
further assessment. What is most important is
that it be clearly assigned this responsibility and
given authority for discharging it. Further, the
office must be independent and’able to link
effectively to, and work with, all parts of the.
federal system. It cannot, therefore, be embedded within any existing department.
---m.
~~-w---~w~,~~

@ cmating ministries of state (such as Urban Affairs, Social Development, Economic and Regionaf Development, or Science);
.
‘0 creating a branch within the Treasury Board with
special integrative functions and; to make sure
there
4s a polioy link with Cabinet, a parallel
. .
secretariat within the Privy Council Office; and
l

.appointing ‘a commissioner. who reports either
directly to Parliament (as does the Commissioner
of Official Languages), or to a minister (as does,
the Commissioner of the RCMP who reports directly to the Solicitor General).
In 1987,’ New .Zealand followed the-last of these
options in creating a Parliamentary Commissioner for the Environment who is char,ged with
providing an independent source of advice.to
Parliament on environmental matters. Its com‘missioner is free from government policy cqnstraints and government directives, and acts as
an independent watchdog over New Zealand’s
approach to issues that affect the environment.
Each of the-various options has strengths and
weaknesses and a combination might be best.
What is most important is that a commitment be
made by the Government of Canada to create
the kind of office we are suggesting.

WE RECOMMEND THAT THE GOVERNMENTOFCANADA:,
establish a capability for:
a.

assessing and reportirig annually on progress to ward sustainable
development
within the federal government as a corFjorate

* National Round Table on the Environment
_
:

reviewing the environmental implications of
action‘s taken as A resukof existifqstatutes,
policies, programs, 2nd regulations - a5
promised in Canada’s Green Plan.

Reporting on its own performance is only half the
_ battle, however. The federal government also
needs to make a commitment to bringing its performance into line with sustainable development
principles.,
There is no overall strategic policy that has resulted in such .a commitment. The National
Round Ta.ble has concluded that without such a
policy, little.will change within the federal system.
-’
w%a~l~~-.ex~~~~~%~~
~Flu~~~*ir;hr-~~~~~~rr;r~-~~~~rr~-,~~~ir;r

WE RECOMMEND THAT.THE GOVERNMENTOF CANADA:
develop a policy statement that entrenches a
government-wide
commitment to- sustainable
development’in the mandates’and reporting responsibilities of federal departments, agencies;
and crown ctirpora tions.
It is essential that this policy make individual
departments responsible and accountable for
ensuring that their policies, .programs, and
budgets encourage and support. activities that
are economically and ecologically sustainable,
both.,in the short and longer terms.
~.~~~~~~~~~,,,,~~~~~~~~~~,,~~,~~~.~,,,,,,..,...,..,
_l_
_..._(‘.
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Assessing Progress
in 811ofCanada: DiscusSion and
Recommendation

WE RECOMMEND TH/jT THE GOVERNMENT OFCANADA:
initiate discussi0n.s with provificial and territorial
governments, an.d other stakeholders aimed at:

At present, there are no-means by which progress toward sustainable development-in all of
Canada can ‘be reviewed on a periodic. basis.
Moreover, because of shared constitutional responsibility, there is little hope that such reviekk
can be established without co-operation from
both. federal and provincial governments. Consequently,, establishing a capability,will have to
be a collaborative effort from the outset.

;

It is essential, however, that collaboration extend beyond the two senior levels of government
to include all sectors of society - to include
what often is referred to as “civil society”. A
broad-based involvement will not only ensure
that a high level of experience and expertise is
brought to bear, it also will generate much wider
allegiance and support.
:

s~~~~“ruaurL-~~~~~~~~-~~~~~

a.

.

1.

’

designing and establishing a capability for
3 assessing and reporting every five years on
progress toward sustainable development
for Canada as a who/e; And

b. providing ati assessment every five years of ’ ..
domestic legislati6n and regulations (provincial, inter-pr&incia/, and federal), as well ’
as i#ernationai treaties and conventions,
reje\iant to Stistainable development, that
impact on -Canada’s trade position, economic prosperity, andectisystem integrity.
I“”.~u~~~i;“6~~~~r~~~,~~~~~~*~~~~~~~~~~
jlj.4%ym.mma-~~~~“~~is
:
,_
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EPILOGUE
COiVlMlTMENT AND TRUST:
Making Reporting on
Sustainable Development a
Reality
_

.

cision makers, and especially by the Prime Minister and the Government of Canada, much
could be done to alleviate these concerns and
generate the trust in leadership that seems so
lacking.

As part of the research for this project, a small
survey of households in the Victoria area was
undertaken.?On
reading it, we were struck by
the vehemence of the demahd for credible’environmental information, the general lack of trust in
the “green” claims of manufacturers, and the
frustration. with the media for delemphasizing
environmental issues at a time when interest and
concern are so high.

Entrenching mandates- and responsibilities for ’
reporting openly on progress toward sustainable
development tiould gb a long way toward. mak;
ing that kind of commitment. And the remarkable
bridging characteristics-of sustainable development would enc-ourage collaborative
approaches in implementing those mandates that
would strengthen our social fabric.
Bringing such systems into being will involve:

The expression of views may be a little more
strident than usual, but the tenor of responses
certainly is in keeping with other surveys,’ and
with observations of the ‘National Round Table
itself. The responses also can be seen within the
context of the cynicism with which many of the
electorate regard.olected officials and their declarations of concern for sustainable develop-’
ment.
Vehemence, lack’of trust, frustration, and cynicism 7 a potent mixture and an.indication that
people are impatient with the. slow rate at which
sustainable development issues are being addressed. If there were to be an unmistakable
commitment to sustainable development by ‘de-

fiati&/

Round Table on the Environment

l

actions that appeal‘to the enlightened self-interest of all decision makers, whether they are
acting as individuals or as members of households, communities! corporations, regions, provinces, or the country as a whole;

l

actions that respond to the public’s right to know,
such as establishing the new National Pollutant
Release Inventory; and

l

actions that nourish values based on care and
respect for both people and the ecosystem.

‘. The National. Round Table urges an early start.

and the Economy
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TEXT NOTES
1.
1.

Modified from Robinson et al., 1990;’ see.Hodge,
;
progress.

2:

Variously labelled sustainable equitable development; environmentally
sustainable
economic,
development,
environmentally
sustainable socioeconomic development,
ecologicajly
sustainable
development,
and ecologically
sustainable economic development.

3.

WCED, 1987, p. 8.

14. The BusinessCouncil on National Issues, Canadian
Bankers Association, Canadian Chamber of Cornmerce, Canadian Chemical Producers Association,
Canadian Electrical Association, Canadian Institute
of Chartered Accountants, Canadian Manufacturers Association, Canadian Petroleum Association
Conference Board of Canada, Insurance Bureau of
‘1 . Canada, Mining Association. of Canada, Professional. Engineers Associations in a number of Provinces, have all been active in this area.

4.

Daly, 1989, p. 4..

. 15. Schreckeretal.,
.

5.

Hodgel in progress..

6.

:

.7.

Canada has placed first or second in the Human
Development Index (HDI) rating since inception of
the index in 1990. The.HDI includes three components: (1) longevity .(life expectancy at birth); (2)
knowledge
(adult literacy and mean years of
schooling); and (3) income (income modified to
allow for’diminishing returns). See UNDP, 1998

8.

The International Society for Ecological Economics
(ISEE) and their journal, Ecological Economics.
_

9.

For example, see Evans and Stoddart,
NTFHI, 1991.

, ii.

12:. Ruitenbeek,
13. Canada,

1990 and

1991

17: Examples includ’e technical data and information
provided by Environment Canada’s Environmental
Choice Program, periodicals such as Protect Your:
self, published by Quebec’s Bureau de la protection du consommateur; or Consumer Reports or any
one of a large number df books aimed at providing
,advice to consumers.
18. Hodge, in progress. This set was developed from
. 18 contributions that in some way address goals
;
and objectives for sustainable development.
19. ‘Rawls, i987.
20. Hodge (in progress) proposes this structure on the
basis of the valueset reflected in Table 1, the results
of a review of 30 theoretical models that address the
human-ecosystem interface,.and over 200 state-ofenvironment reports from around the world.
21.

Hodge, in progress.

22. Hodge, in progress.
23. Hodge, in progress.
24. Jackson, 1992.
25. Department

of the Secretary of State; 1990.

26. Brown, 1991 and see discussion
1993.
:

in Bregha et al.,

27. Cassils, 1993.
28. Hodge, 1991’, p. 16.
29. Lalonde,

1974.

30. IUCN et all, 1991.
.31.

Canada, 1991.

Gosselin etal.,

1993.

16. Hodge, in progress.

In the U.S., the Council of Environmental Quality
(CEQ) was established in 1970 in the President’s
Office by the National Environmentai Policy Act
(NEPA). Under NEPA, the President is required to
tile with the Congress an -annual Environmental
Quality Report setting forth the status and conditions of the Nation’s environment.
The report was
to trace current environmental trends, .assess the
adequacy of naturai.resources to fulfil1 human and
economic needs, review and assess activities ef,fecting the environment, and suggest ways of remedying program
deficiencies.
The CEQ was
‘( established under President Nixon and was continued through Ford, Carter, Reagan, and Bush administrations.
Staff and financial resources were
stripped from the C.EQ in the early 1980s by the
Reagan-administration
and since 1984: the annual
reporting requirement has not been met consistently. By 199.0,the Bush administration was considering.re-injection
of resou.rces into the CEQ but’
the momentum of the first decade of CEQ activities
was never. regained. The Clinton administration is
maintaining the CEQ but’at reduced levels of resources.and manpower.

-10. Environment
i

in

UNDP, 1993, p. 1’.

32. UNDP, 1993, pages 1 and 2.
_

33. NTFHI, 1991, Preface,. p. 2.

19.91; Victor et al., 1991; Potvin, 1991.

1991.

34. For example,

see Hancock,

1985.

‘35. Gosselin et al.; 1991.

:
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_ 55. In 1989; credit unions and caisses populaires
achieved,membership
of nearly 9.2 miilion, or 35 %
of the ,population.

36. NTFHI, 1991.
.

.:

37. Evans and Stoddart, 1990
”
38.. CMA, 1991. p 39
..
39. ‘OECD, 1991, p. 8

.’

40. Preliminary results
Canada, 1991.

are reported

56: These 11 insurance cooperatives
policy holders in 1989.
in Environment

.

41: Results are reported in Gosselin et al., 1991.

Marbek, 1990;‘Western Environmental
Trends, Inc.1991 (draft)

and Social

1992

46. Statistics Canada,

1992

reported 9 million

57. These hospitals directly account for about.35 % of
I Canada’s- total health care costs which in 1992
stood at $48 biltion.

59.1 See CICA, 1992
60.’ Nitkin-and Powell, 1993

44. Hancock and The October Group, 1993, provided
a starting point for this section.
45. Statistics Canada,

’

58. See IISD etaI.,
and Deloitte.Touche,Tohmatsu
International et al., 1993.

42. Potvin, J., 1991
43
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61. If small business employment and self-employed
individuals (1.8 million in 1992) are combined, they
together include roughly half of all those employed
in the private sector in Canada.

‘.
62. ‘Nifkin and Powell, 1993

47. Hancock and The October Group, 1993, provided
a starting point for this Section.
48. Daly and Cobb, 1989, p. 172. p 49

.’
. .

49. Natural, modified] cultivated and bui!t elements of
the ecosystem (see IUCN, 1991, p. 34) can be
identified and -need attention. ,Communities are
usually equipped to monitor and assess the state of
the built ecosystem but have much less experience
at dealing with the other components.
50. This conclusion was recently reinforced by work
aimed ‘at
both community
development
and
broader provincial development undertaken by the
British Columbia Round Table on the Environment
.
and the Economy. See BCRTEE, 1993.
51. Work pioneered by William Rees at theUniversity of
British C.olumbia is leading to definition of the “ecological footprint” of-communities,- an estimate of the
land area outside the jurisdiction implicated by
adticities within the jurisdiction.
52. Nitkin and Powell, 1993 provided a starting point.for
this Section.
53. In 1992, Statistics Canada’rep.orted 886;964 “&tab-:
lishments” while in 1996, 934,650 businesses were
registered. In 1992, 14,317 business bankruptcies
were reported. ‘“Small businesses”, having fewer
than 59 employees, account for 97% of all businesses. However, the small business share of totalbusiness sales, profits, and assets are 26, 51, and
14 percent respectively (1988).
54. Figures are for l’989: Of these 4,096 non-financial.
cooperatives, 900 tiad an agriculture base, represented over.510,000 producers, and accounted for
71 % of the $15.3 billion total revenues. More than
.
3.2 million members were reported in 1989..

63. The Northern Alberta,lnstitute of Technology (NAIT)
has created a “President’s Advisory Committee
Monitoring Our Responsibility to the Environment”. 2
Their 1990 report identified over a dozen issues
ranging from traditional health and safety considerations through hazardaus waste disposal. Retommendations were made regarding awareness,
facilities management, food services, paper products, newsprint wastage, pop can disposal.
64., Bregha et al provided
tion.
’

a starting point for this set_.

65. Note that this figure’is different than- the 227,415
person-years authorized in the 1990-91 Main Estimates because itincludes all individuals employed
by the federal government, whether that be fulltime, part-time, or on contract. The Federal Green
Plan (Canada, 9990) noted’that the federal govern-’
ment, together with crown corporations, employs
over 585,000 people.
.

66: This same.issue emerges in debatesregarding
the
adequacy of the System of National Accounts in
tracking the overall’state of “natural resources”.
67. The Office of Environmental Stewardship estimates
that total federal, provincial, and municipal government procurement of goods and services is esti.
mated as in excess of $70 bi,llion per year. Annual
federal procurement is, about $8 billion. A crude
estimate is that product stewardship considerations
‘,could influence about -$5 bitlion- worth of federal
procurement

:

,

68. See especially Health and Weffare’s 1992 pu,blication, A Vita/Link, and the Great Lakes Health Affects
Program now in’its 4th year.
69. Hancock and The October Group, 1993.

.

L
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